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CHAPTER I

THE POSITION

or

SINCLAIR LEWIS IN 1930

Harry Slnolalr Lewls was born ln Sauk Center, Mlnnesota,
in 1885, and dled ln Florenoe, Italy, in 1951. The years between
span one of the longest writlng oareers ln the history of Amerioan
literature. Slnolair Lewls produoed steadlly for four deoades. l
For almost halt that period he need not

ha~e

written another line

to reinforoe hie reputation as the dean ot Amerioan letters.' He
ohose to go on wrlting. even when there was no longer any imperative reason to do so.

In a way his death in an exotio foreign

oity is ouriously symbolio of his later oareer.

Just as Lewis in

later life turned his baok on the miliea of hie greatest novels,
preferring lnstead the oultural surroundings of Europe, the

oritic~

turned their baoks on his later novels. preferring lnstead those
who experimented in newer torms.

Though Lewis won the Nobel Priz

he was not respeoted at hie dea.th as he bad been in 1930.

While

1 Lewis's earliest separately published book was a
juvenile. Hike ~ 1!l!. Aeroplane. "by Tom Graham," lew York, 1912

1

2

Unfol'tunately. the reference to "adolescenoe", harmless
though it was,

Wn,s

interpreted in some quarters as typioal Euro-

pean conde's<Jlnsion.

In fact, a 'lew hy-perer! tieal individuals ' '.

maintained that the sole purpose of glving the prize to Lewis was
to humiliate Amerioa by pointlng out Lewis as an horrible example
of an American wrlter, and not, as Karlfeldt said. beoause the
11terature of Amerloa
2 XiPf8blOOd iOyal sold 1, 497,000 oopies, Cass Tlmber
lane 869,000 oop es. ',7& son L&brarl Bulletin,D.V. lfarc'fi. t951.

m;

3 Thomas D. Horton, "~inolair Lewls: Symbol of an Era,
North Amer&oan R,view, CCXL1III, Winter, 1939-1940, 391.
4 Erik Axel Xar1feldt, !!:Z
Prize. New York, /19311/. 8.

~lnclair

LeVli,s Got 1h!. Nobe

3 •

has started with national self-criticism. It is a sign
of health. Sinolair Lewis has the blessed gift of wielding his land-olearing implement not only with a firm
hand, but with a smile on his lIps and youth in his heart.
He is a new bu11der. 5
Aaoordingto the thin-skinned, America was being shown up as a
natio~ 9f fools. 6 On the other hand there were those of more
moderato views.

Astltllia.m Lyon Phelps pointed out, the oommittee

gavaLewis the prize "beoause he is a creative artist and a novelist of international fame."'

He went on to point out that Lewis

created two types whioh are immediately reoognized by Europeans
and Asiatics as well as by Amerioans.

Phelps agreed with what

ba.s been pointed out by other oommentators, that it is no small
aohievement to have added two type-words, "Babbitt." and "Main
Street," to the language, in addition to being one of the first
writers to injeot satire and burlesque into modern Amerioan liter5

-

Ibid.

6
"In 1929, when the jurors were met in momentous
oonferenoe, all Europeans had a oonfused view of Amerioa. one
distorted by both envy and fear • • • • The riohes of America
were so dazzling and its own bland assumption of supreme importanoe in world affairs was so infuriating that it comforted the
European a little to believe the typioal oitizen of the blatant
republio was trivial and thoughtless. debased by a shameless pursuit of shoddy values.
"Europe. forced to aooept the significanoe of Amerioa's
role in the sooiety of nations, was determined nonetheless to
think ill of her in all possible ways. fhe novels of Sinolair
Lewis oonfirmed the Old World in a soothing prejudioe." James
Gray, 2a S,con~ Thought, Minneapolis, 1946. 20-21.
Ma~azine

7 William Lyon Phelps. "AB I Like It." Soribner's
New York. LXXXIX. Maroh. 1931. 326.

ature on a large 80ale. 8
~~

did Lewis later fall from favor?

Why was he in

later years ignored in large part by "serious" oritios? There
were, of oourse, unfavorable evaluations of his work even in the
t'.venties.

T .X.Whipp1e is an example of the ori tio who is inoline

to underrate the prestige of Lewists work before 1930.

He oalls

Lewis
a master of that speoies of art to whioh belong glass
flowers imitation fruit, Mme. Tussaud's waxworks and
barnyard symphonies, whioh deoeive the speotator into
thinking that the work in question is not an artifioial
produot but the real thing. 9
After thus praising Lewis' 8 photographio Skill,. as it has been
oalled, he closes in for the kill:
While many of his oontemporaries. who have suooeeded in
maintaining their integrlty unimpalred, impart to their
readers an intenser realization of the world they live in,
the net result of Lewis's work is not a truer apprehenslon or a deeper inSight, but an inorease in mutual di8satisfaotion: he has made Amerioans more outspoken and
more hostile oritios of one another • • • • Lewis is the
most suoesaful orltio ot Amerloan soolety beoause he Is
himself the best proof that his oharges are just. lO
Whipple, nevertheless, represented a oritioal minority.
One oan assume

8S

a matter of oourse that, apart from the

unfavor~

8 Horton, "Lewls: Symbol," Borth Amerioan, COnVIII,
Winter, 1939-1940, 391-392.
9 T.X,Whipple, Spokesmen, New York, 1928. 208.
10

Ibid., 228.

5.

able reperoussions produoed by the Jobal Prize, some of the oritics were not oompletely enthusiastio about Lewis's work in the
twenties.

The oritioal majority prior to 1930 is fairly repre-

sented by Phelps, whose attitude, we have seen, was favorable.
After that date oooured a definite ohange in the oritioal reoeption of Lewis's work.

This ohange has never been olosely exa-

mined or explained exoept in generalities that oonvey little to
the student seeking information.

The purpose of this paper is

not to determine the preoise attitude of the oritios' treatment
of Lewis's novels before 1930, a treatment that is olear enough
in its praise, but to traoe the development of the oritioal
attitudes toward Lewis after he reoeived the prize,
In order to plaoe Lewis oorreotly in the stream of
Amerioan literature, one MUst, as has already been pointed out,
realize the length of his oareer and the great extent of his
\~itings.

Like that of many other wrIters, Lewis's early oareer

was oheokered and erratio.

His first attempts at writing of

whioh evidence still remains are the oontributions whioh he made
to the literary magazine at Yale University; he was also its
editor.

However, his aotive mind was evidently not oompletely

taken up by this work, for he

beoam~

interested in sooialism at

this time. and left oollege to work as 3anitor and general handyman at Helioon Home Colony. an experimental oommunity whioh had
been started by Upton Sinolair.
the main building burned down.

The oolony was abandoned When
LewiS then went to New York,

6

'"

where he did some tree lanoe writing, w>th no suooess; he supported himself during this period by working as assistant editor
of a magazIne oa1led Trans-Atlantio Tales.

Tiring of this ooou-

pation, he traveled to Panama, via steerago, hoping to find work
on the oanal.

Unable to find work there, Lewis returned to Yale,

graduated in 1908, and returned to his

wanderin.~.

In the next

few years he was employed as a reporter for a Waterloo, Iowa.
paper. a '''lOrker for a ohari table organization in New York, a
part-time seoretary in California, a ghost writer for Jack London
an assistant editor of a magazine for teaohers of the deaf, a
manusoript reader in New York, an.d finally as editor for various
publishers until 1916.
and

Meruawhile, he had been wrIting steadily.

had published six stories in the Saturday

two novels.
writIng. ll

~vening

Post, and

In 1916 he finally devoted himself to full-time

The novels ot this early period, 1912-1919, are the
work of a hack; however, they are interesting in that they show
isolated indioations of what was to oome from Lewis during the
twenties. l2 Three earlr novels whioh foreshadow Main street are
11 Fred B. Millett, Contemporary Amerioan Authors,
New York, 1940, 436-437.
12

Robert Cantwell, "Sinclair Lew1s " Atter the Gen-

i!!! Tradi t1on, ed. Maloolm Cowley. New York, 1936. 116:---

7 ..

.Qur If!:•.irenn,13 ~ Trail

2! 1h!. .!!!:!!k,.14

and,

!!!! ~.15

The

first is an unimpressive little book about a man who takes one
fling at adventure, then settles down to hie old life, satisfied,16

The seoond 1s more important, introduoing as it does

several oharaoters who are to appear in later novels under different names,

Here can be found the preliminary sketches for

Martin Arrowsmith, Miles Bjornstam, and Joyoe Lanyon.

Significan

also is the stereotyped oonversation of the seoondary oharaoter6~

!hi ~

presents two phenomena whioh Lewis had disoov-

ered in the two years sinoe the previous novel,
sooial order and the woman in business.

They were the

The heroine of the book

1s a feminist who has seen through the frustrations of the male
sex in terms of her father and her elderly suitor.

She goes to

Ue';v York, marries a oad, di voroes him, and marries the one man
who really appeals to her.
~his

She keeps her job, but has a baby.

novel presents us with a shaky solution; the really sucoess-

ful businesswoman is she who oan keep her job and have a baby at

1915.

.Q:!.£.!!r.. ¥lrenn, New York, 1914.
14 Sinclair LeWiS, .!!!! Trail .2! 1h!. !!!!!., New York,
13

Sinolair Lewis,

15

~inolair

Lewis,

!h!~,

New York. 1917.

16 Peroy Boynton, Amerioa in Contemnorary Fiotion,
Chioago, 1940, 166.
17

~.,

166-167.

8 •

the same time. 18
In a burst of enthusiasm for John Dos Passos' Manhattan
Sinclair Lewis onoe described his oonception of the
-Transfer,
ideal novel. It was superior to Manhattan Transfer, and as an
ideal, finer than any of his own •. The writer of this novel, LewiE
said, would be aocused of all sorts of low, sordid motives, beoauoa this novel would portray life in all its ugliness as well
19 Suoh an aOQusation greeted Main
80S in its glamorous aspeots.
~treet,20 Lewle t s first important work.

-

It oonstitutes the first

ohapter of his saga of the middle olasses in Amerioa.

Comparing

the swoep of Lewis's conception to that of Balzao, Maxwell Geisma
points out that
just as Lewis was ostablishing his literary topography
in the grand manner he would establish his literary
genealogy. The soolal olasses ~nd their interplay jn
Zenith will range from George F. Babbitt through Martin
Arrowsmith, the truth-seeker, and Elmer Gantry. the
false prophet of Winnemao! to Sam Dodsworth, the true
aristoorat of tho Middle ulass Empire. 21

-

The thesis of Main Street is that the small town is not
the romantio haven whioh it has been pictured by

18

..!.2.!!.,

v~iters

from

168.

19 Sinclair Lewis,
New York, 1926.

~ ~

Passos'

l~nhattan

Transfer

!!!! street, New York, 1920.
21 Maxwell Geismar. Ih! ~ !! !hi Provincials. Bos20

ton, 1947. 71.

Sino lair Lewis.

9 ..

Goldsmi th in !!!! Deserted vt1lase, thro.ugh ;lnshington Irving in
Th,,! Sketch

~.

Yrs. Gaskell in Cranford. and Booth Tarkington

in ~ Gentleman ~ Indiana. 22

In oountless stories thore was

depicted the Amerioan youth who has his brush with sin in the
metropolis, only to

r~turn

to the village to marry the girl next

d.oor and live happily ever atter.

A parallel myth wa.s the oon-

ception that villagos are full ot ffwhiakers, iron dogs upon lawns
gold-brioks, oheckers, jars of gilded oat-tails, and shrewd, oomic
old men who are known as hioks,"
appeared in the days of
made towns.

~ilaB

Both ot these villages had dis-

Lapham. to be replaoed .by maohine

A.e Lewis himself said, the town is "a foroe seeking

to d.ominate the earth, to drain the hills

and

the seas of oolor •

• • • Its oonoeption of a oommunity ideal is not the grand manner, the noble aspiration, the fine aristooratic pride, but oheap

labor for the ki tohen ••• ,,23 All thiehe satirized in ~ _S...,tr_e....e....,t.,
a book whioh has had a great influence on later writers.

Its

very title has beoome a synonym for provinoialism, as Babbitt was
later to beoome the synonym for the "go-getting" businessman.
Babbitt 24
middle olasses.

is the next ohapter in Lewis's survey of the

In this book, set against a baokground whioh

22 Harrr Hartwiok,
New York, 1934, 257.

~

Foreground

!! Amerioan

23

Boynton, Fiotion, 171, 172.

24

Sino1air Lewis. Ba.bbitt, New York, 1922.

Fiotion,

10 '"

consti tutoa IJew1s I s picture of a mid-Vi&6teI'n metropolis. he
achieved his most lifo-like, rounded oharaoter. George Folansbee
Babbitt.

This character is suooessful beoause. as numerous oom-

mentators have pointed out. Babbitt is not the oarioaturo which
he is sometimes said to be. 26
~re

His aspirations and frustrations

mora involved than they seem at firot glance.

His early ambi

tiotl is to beoome a. la.wyer, but he oannot disillusion his fiancee
Ho

would prefer to be an honest businessman, but his partner

involves him in business deals a.t '!Jhich he must wink.

He

makes a

feeble attempt at independence but is repulsed by the attitude of
the Booatere. 26

The theme at BabbS. tt 1s the frustration of mid.dle-class
life.

Babbitt is oonfronted on every side by the myriad conven-

tions which must be followed with more than mere lip servioe.

He

makes a feeble attempt at leading his own life by having an aff'ai.

with one of his real estate olients; his penalty is ostraoism.
One of the most poignant soenes in the book is the one in whioh
Babbitt, thoroughly purged of his "radioal" tendenoies, is weloomed baok into "the gang" at the club luncheon.

The frustration

25 Boynton, Piction 173-174; Carl Van Doren, The
Amerioan Hovel. rev. ed., New fork, 1940, 307; Milton Walaman,
"Sino!alr LewIs," Oontemporary Amerioan Authors, ed. J.O.Squire,
New York. 1s}28, 85.

26

Boynton, Fiotion, 174.

theme e:{tends a.lso to the minor oharact-ers. each of whom is prevented in some way from doing what he wants.

The book managos to

convey the mood of a jungle culture whose victims are trapped by
all-pervading taboos.
In Arrowsmith27 Lewis continues his survey of the middl,
classes with his portrait of the truth-seeker.
~id~r

this work his finest.

Many oritics con-

Harry Hartwiok believes that here

"we find a vertioal depth, magnitude, purity of oharaoter, inventiveness, and mastery of form • • • • Carol Kennioott and Ba.bbitt
'.~ore

unfortunately viotims of their anvironment and 'the village

virus' • •

• •

But !Frowsmith is tho reoord of a victory.n28

This book is the only one of Lewis's efforts of the
twenties in whioh there is no hap,:y ending and no oompromiso. 29
Yet in a. way the ending is happy, because there is no compromise
of Arrowsmith's ideals.

and one in tragedy.

True, b,oth of hie marriages end unhappil.

But to a oharaoter with his ldeals, there

oan be only an arrangement of life in whioh marriage is seoond to
researoh.

27

Sinclair Lewls, Arrowsmith, New York, 1925.

28 HartWick, Foreground, 266; others who conour in
this oplnion are Geismar. Provinoials, 99; Van Doren, Novel, 308309; l'laldman, "Lewis," Authors, ed. SqUire, 87.

29 Horton. "LewiS: Symbol," Borth Amerioan, OOXLVIII,
l'linter. 1939-1940, 384.

12
This novel has reoeived

adver~e

'"

oriticism on two

oounts~

The less serious is the too-obvious introduotion of medioal terminology into the story.

It i8 notioeable here beoause Lewis was

weak on scientifio prooedure.

The other fault which has been

noted" is the overemphasis of the thesis, whioh is that all soientists are fated to be the victims of pub1ioity-seeking individua1E
researoh organizations, and oommeroially-minded. pharmaoeutioaJ
houses. 30
and

Though the book 18 said to have Ita rich gallery of different medical types,,,3l another argument would have it that the
novel loses impact as it shifts from depicting medioal and oommeroia1 institutions to desoribing the viotims of those institutions.

It is thought that Lewis's portrayal of Martin Arrowsmith

in his clumsy attempt to reform the pub1io health service in a
small town leads to a kind of contempt for public health service
and the public welfare. In ~he opinion of Mr. Geismar 32 contempt
is generated becauso the pOSition is overstated.
Mantrap,33 Lewis's next novel, haa as its chief claim
to immortality the fact that it served as a motion pioture vahi30

Boynton,

31 ltarlfald t
32

~&ctlon,
f

178.

Iti za. {).

Geiamar, Provinoials, 100.

33 Sinolair LewiS, Mantrap, New York, 1926.

13 •

ole for Olara Bow.

34

The book is unusual in that the heroine, a

maniourist. is the only one of Lewis's main oharacters who is a
proletarian.

35

Elmer Gantrz 36 is perhaps the most notoriouB of all

Lewis' s books.

It orc,ated a furor when it came out beoause it

broke an unwritten law--unwrltten at any rate in the domain of
Amerioan popular fiotion--"hloh exempted the olergy from oriticism.
8

This book helped break down that oustom.

departure in a more important sense.

It was, however,

It is the flret of Lewis'.

important novels in whioh the thesis and the story are joined witl
notioeable seams.

This fault is partly caused by the fact that

Lewis dld not know the sub3ect at first hand. but was forced to
work with material gathered from various souroes.

There are long

dialogues sprinkled throughout the book whioh have muoh to do
with the thesis but nothing to do with the plot. 3 '1

There is

hardly any humor in this book; the oharaoters move about like
automatons, never onoe performing an aot of disinterested kindness.

In short. in the opinion of an important oritic, Elmer

trz displays a weakness of Lewis--his limited view of reality.
34

Hartwiok, 'or,srolBd, 253.

35

Geismar, .Provinoials, 101.

36

Sinolair LeWiS, Elmer Gantrz. Bew York, 192'1.

37

Boynton, 'lotion. 179.

~

14
~Just

.

as there is really no sense of vioe in Lewis's literary

world, there is not true sense of virtue.

Just as there is prao-

tioally no sense of human love • • • there is no genuine sense of
human freedom. ,,38
Elmer Gantrz marks the first notioeab1e fall in the
prestige of Lewis's work.

It was not

8S

suooessfu1 oritioa1ly as

Lewis 1 s previous major no-vels had been (exo1uding Mantrap, of
oourseJ.

Typloal of those who were disturbed by this novel were
"alter Lippmann39 and !Ulton Wa1dman,40 who were of the opinion
that Lewis had already passed the peak of his powers.
Lewis's next book, !e! Han ~ Knew 0001idge,41 is a
long monologue of 276 pages, oonsisting of six seotions on topios
suoh as prohlbitlon, Ooolidge, offioe supplies, travel, radios,
servioe, golf, poker. and women.

Teohnioally it is admirable,

but it has not been one of Lewls's popular books. Reoently O.
Oarroll Rollis 42 has formulated an interesting thesis whioh state
that this book is Lewls's best beoause it is in the tradition of
the Theophrastan oharaoter, of whioh Lewis is supposed to be the
modern exponent, rather than a novelist.

1928.

38

Geismar, Provinoials, 108.

39

Walter Lippmann,

40

naldman, "Lewis," Authors, edt Squire, 92-94.

41

Sinolair Lewis,

42

O. Oarroll Hollis, "Sinolair Lewis: Reviver of

!!!~

Destiny, New York, 1927,

!h!!!a~!a!!

Ooolidge, New York

15 •

Dodsworth 43 oooupies a peoulair position in the body of
LewiS'S work.

On the one hand, it sometimes is spoken of as the

oulmination of the most oreative period in Lewis,'s oareer.

On

the other hand, it is Bometimes spoken ot as the first work of hiE
deoline,

Both these estimates belong to the olass ot baokward

glanoos whioh are so easy to make after one has had an
to oonsider an author's subsequent \"Iork.

opportunit~

In any event, it ha.s

been one of his moat popular works, as a novel, a play, and a
movie.
Sam

oharaoters.

Dodsworth otfers sharp oontrast to Lewis's other

He is Us. Babbitt undefeated, an Arrowsmith with a

baokbone.,,44 He is a suooessful bUSinessman, but he does not permit his suooess to dominate his life.

More oomplex and interest-

ing than the author's previous oreations, he is "the Babbitt ••
of reality. ,,45

He is more searohingly portrayed as a oase hiBtor~

of human relationships.
satirioal

ot

Consequently, the book is the least

Lewis's major novels.

It plows a middle path betweel

the humorous novel ot the Amerioan innooent amid the temptations
of Europe, and what Lewis oalled the selt-oonsoious oolonialism oj
Oharaoter, n Fifty Years ot the Amerioan ?iovel, edt Harold O. Gardiner, Naw York, 1961, 8v=l~
.
43

Sino1air Lewis, Dodsworth, Hew York, 1929.

44

Boynton, 'iotion, 182-183.

45

Geismar, Provinoials, 112

16 •

Henry Ja.mea. 46
This, then, has been a brief survey of the scope of
Lewis fa work prior to 1930.
prize.

At that time he was awarded the

l~obel

H1sprestige, already oonsiderable, was inoreased immense ..

lY bS the prize.

True, there were people who thought that the

vary idea ot his winning the NObel Prize was a huge joke.

But we

must remember that for the ohoiae of the Nobel oommittee tobs
questioned is not something whioh began with Sinolair Lewis's
prize.

The Prize Oommittee has been severely oritioized from timt

to time tor its ohoioes.

When Rene Sully-Prudhomme, who is now

almost forgotten, reoeived the first prize to be awarded in liter·
ature, the oommittee

'mlS

denounoed for not having ohosen Tolstoy.

By the oommon aoolamation ot oritios, writers, and readers,

~

been acoepted
one of the great novels of all
-time.PeaceThehadpeople
of awed,on, outraged beoause their idol, August
and

as

Strindbers, had not reoeived the prize, oolleoted a sum equal to
it;vhioh they presented to him.

Oonsternation'reigned in Germany

when Paul von Heyse reoeived the prize in 1910; it was awarded to
Gorhart Hauptmann 1n 1912 to quiet the uproar. 47
Obviously one oannot state unequivooally that the Nobel

46

tiinolair LewiS. World

~!!1!,

New York, 1951, 96_

47 ~Villlam Lyon Phelps, "As I Like It," Soribner's
Uagazine. lew York, LXXXIX, Maroh, 1931, 325.

17 •
prize is a guarantee of greatness.

But~

even though it is true

that winning the Prize does not neoessarily mean that one is an
1lWllortal, still it must be oonoeded that one is among the handful'
who are at the very top of their profession. 48

It mesns that the

writer who has been awarded the Prize ,is one who is possessed of
oertain modioum of ablliiy.

It means that he has been reoorded

oritioal recognition. if not oritioal approbation, in his own
oountry.
nenoe,

He has written books whioh have some olaim to permaHe has established

8.

fairly solid reputation for himself.

What happened to Sinolair Lewis's reputation?

~Vhy

were

the reviews of his latest novel so pitying, slighting, and routine?

What happened between 1930 and 1951 whioh could be so dis-

astrous to Lewis's literary reputation?
this paper.

That is the problem of

The \vriter will attempt to determine the causes of

Sinolair Lewis's fall from oritioal favor.

To this end a seleo-

tive sampling of the reviews of each of Lewis's later books will
48 The following writers reoeived ~he prize for literature prior to 1930: Jaointo Bena.vente Henri Bergson,,'
Bjornstjerne Bjorson, Giosue Carduooe. Grazia Deledda, Jose
Eohegaray, Rudolf Buohen. Anatole 'ranoe. Karl GJellerup, Gerhart
Ha.uptmann Xnut Hamson, Verner von Hel11enstam, Paul von Heyse,
Rudyard KIpling, Selma Lagerlof. Maurioe Maeterllnok, Thomas
Mann, ?redari Mistral, Theodor Mommsen, Henrik Pontoppian,
Ladls1aw Repont, Romaan Rolland. George Bernard Shaw, Henr1k
Sienkiewioz, Carl Spitteler Rene Sully-Prudhomme, ~ir Rab1ndra.nt
Tagore, Sigrid Undset 1 Will l am Butler Yeats. Flora Kaplan,
Nobel Prize.'llnners, ~nd rev. e4 •• Chioago. 1941, 87.
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be examined.

The ma.jor and minor oritioal reaotions to eaoh book

will be noted.
In this paper thore will be no distinotion between
"critio" and "reviewer" based on suoh artif.ioial distinotions as
the type of publioation in whioh the reviews appeared.

One finds
on oxamining a magazine like the Saturday Review £! Literaturo 49

that, although it 1s generally thought of as ttcritioal," i •• e.,
oontaining analyses of literary worth, many of its critios tend
to write "reviews," i.e •• disoussions of the plot, oharaoters, I..l.nc
theme of a book whioh are meant to supply information to the
prospeotive book buyer.
~hi8

paper does not, for ita purposes, pretend to ana-

lyse exhaustively the oritioal reoeption of eaoh novel.

In the

first plaoe, only well-known magazines and newspa.pers whioh originate in the larger oities have been used.

The important oritios

do not usually 'fIr1 te for small newspapers and magazines. 50

~:li th

this limitation in mind the writer has used only that material
whioh is indexed by the. Book Review Digest.

rurther, in the pro-

aess of researoh it has been found that fewer reviews of value
49 Since the title of this periodical was ohanged only
reoen"tly, it was thought more suitable to retain the older title.
60

We do not here refer to the "l1ttle" maga.zines.

...
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were necessary than had been originally. anticipated.

The critical

reoeption ot a novel is surprisingly uniform, at least in the caSE
of

~inclair

novelistS.
a

oer~ain

Lewis.

This obsorvation may not hold true for other

Jhen a writer is as well known as Lewis was, there is
oontent in all the reviews of his novels which can be

oalled the result of an habitual attitude.

Either a. given oritic

i& violently pro- or anti-1euis. or he is influenood by the last
novel from the same a.uthor's hand, and tends to evalua.te the
latest offering in relation to the quality or success of the previous novel by tho same author.
In the disoussion of the oritical estimate of each book l
not much will be said oonoerning evaluations appearing in book
forn.

First, this paper is oonoerned with the immediate reaction

to each novel, before the oritics bud an opportunity for "seoondguessing."

Second, there is not muoh material to be found betwem
covers concerning L€n7is I a reputation or produotion after 1930. 51

.

Third, critioal estimates appeaping in books written'some time
after the publication of each of the novels will be referred to
(I} if they olarify a statement made previously in a periodical,
or

(2)

if they ind10ate an extreme ohange of oritioal opinion.

Although an attempt will be made to dist1nguish between
51 This neglect is eignifioant in itself of a fall fro)
faShion but it is only a negative indioation of what was happening to t awis's reputat1on.
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opinions and to emphasize the literary element of eaoh oritioal
estir1s:~e.

mora.l and politioa.l judgments oannot be overlooked oom-

pletaly.

The very nature of the modern novel, t.vhioh has become

a

c~tch-all

for disQussions of politics, philosophy, religion,

psyohology, and sociology. demands their introduotion into the
or! tical esaay..Yhether the development of the sooial novel into

a pseudo-textbook :form is good or bad from an artistio standpoint
is not under debate here.
the fsot of its existenoe.

~hat

1s important is that we recognize

•
CHAPTrR II

THE NOVELS 0' THE DEPRES8IOI
In the body 01 Sinclair Lewis's writing the Nobel :Pl"ize
p::::-ovides a distinot sepa.ration betwoen Dodsworth and

!B!! Vickers.

Yet there is ar'!.othor, equally important event \I7h5.oh comes b(;=ltween
these two novels; it is the finanoia1 panic of 1929, with its
aftermath, the depression.

Though the progreea of history is a

r,radually ohanging pr.ooess. there are often what seem to be pointE
of sharp division with the past.

The stock markot crash of 1929

would soem to be one of these sud.den changes.
the

c~ash

ing it.

The decade before

is different in mood .a.nd outlook from tho deoade follow ..

During the twenties people were reading books like Anita

LaOS' Gentlemen ITefer Blondes, Michael Arlen's

!h! Green

~.

and Lewis's Elmer Gantry, novo Is whioh sounded the keynote of
rebellion.

In the thirties tho people were ready for new things;

they wanted a ohange.

Rebellion had oeased

t~

be a novelty. yet

the people "..are more tolerant of those who were outspoken on
matters of sex and critioal ot entrenohed ideas. l

253-264

1

frank Luther Matt, Golden Multitudes, New York, 1947 4
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More important was the ohange.in the attitudes of the
intelleotuals.

They had got a religion of sooial oonsoiousness.

,11'i ters "no longer set suoh store as formerly upon a.rt as art.
They wanted • • • to illuminate the sooial soene, to bring its
darkest places clearly into view.,,2
common also to the oritios;

This ohange in attitude was

it is important to remember this fac'

in oonneotion with Sinclair Lewis. for he was definitely not amonj
those who busied themselves with the writing and oritioism of
novels whose heroes represented "the masses."

This mood pervaded

the rsnks of Amerioan writers during the thirties.

A partial lis

of sooially-oonsoious writers would inolude John Dos Passos,
Erskine Caldwell, Ernest Hemingway. James T. Farrell, Albert
Halper, Robert Cantwell, John Steinbeok, Field1ng Burke, and
Graoe LumPkin. 3
The result of all this "sooial evangelism'"

was, of

course, to make tho interest1ng issues of the twenties seem
impossibly dat.ed.

What had seemed of great moment in the

twentie~

was now oonnotat1ve of the utmost frivolity.
Main street was being repaved by the WPA. • •• Babbitt,
his real-estate business shot to hell, no longer orated
at lunoh; Elmer Gantry found the revival raoket stale
and unprof1ta~e: Dodsworth banished thoughts of castles
2

Frederiok L. Allen. Sinoe Yesterday. lew York, 1940,

3

.!!!!!•• 258.

4

Ibid., 252.

252.
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on the Rhine. • • • /T/he man who !'knew Ooolidge" had
almost forgotten that quaint faot. Ann Viokers, the
driving sooial worker, now took ~inolair Lewis's spotlight, while in the background loomed the shape of a
demag~!ue rehearsing for a fasoism that might "happen
hare.
Suoh was the state of mind whioh prevailed in the thirties.
~inolair

Lewis was momentarily swayed by it.

Even

It was rumored that

he was working on a long novel whioh, in ohronioling three generations of an Amerioan family, would also traoe the development of
the labor movement.

The proposed novel never got past the plan-

ning stage.: The only published reoord of it which we have is a
pamphlet describing labor oond.i tions in a mill town. 6 The most
likely reason for the failure of the project is that Lewis could
not visualize the historioal settings.?

Instead, he wrote the

story of a so01al worker, ~ Viokers. 8
Ann Viokers is the only ohild of the superintendent of

sohools in a small Illinois town.

The first idea of sooial ser-

vioe is implanted in her by Osoar Klebe, a shoemaker with sooialistio beliefs.

At oollege Ann majors in sociology.

after graduating she holds a variety of jobs.

For ten year.

She studies nurs-

5 Dixon Wecter, The Age of the Great Depression. !few
York, 1948, 251-252.
--

6 Sinclair LeWiS, Oheap
York?/, 1929.

~

Oontented Labor, /New

? It is a ori tioal oonvention that Lewis is a "11 terar.
photographer," who oould not write about what he had not seen.
8 Sinolair Lewis, Ann Viokers. Garden Oity, 1933.
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ins for a year. 'Then she is an organizer for the women's suffrage movement. a settlement worker, and finally head of a settle
ment house.

In the meantime she haa an abortion. the outoome of

whioh 'is a sentimental remorse.
Tiring of her 30b as head of the settlement house, Ann
takes a position with a female philanthropist who turns out to be
a publioity seeker.

Disgusted. she turns to penology.

After

harrowing experienoes she tinally beoomes head of a model prison
in New York.

By 1928

s~e

is an honorary Ph.D.

She is also mar-

ried unhappily to a protessional sooial worker.
Ber greatest happiness oomes when she bears the baby of
a New York state politioian named Barney Dolphin. who is her grea
love.

Barney i8 married to an old-fashioned wife who won't give

him a divoroe.

Consequently, he and Ann go off to live together,

after Barney serves a short sentence tor oorrupt judioial praotioes.
The advertisement whioh appeared in Publisher's Weekly9
oalled the publioation of this novel in thirteen oountries "a
world event."

Oertainly tew novels have ever been released to a

more expeotant publio, at least in the United States.

It is

important that we keep in mind this expeotanoy, for it may have
had a good deal ot influenoe on the oritioal reaotion.

The

9 Publisher's Weekly, CXXIII, January 7, 1933, 6.
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oritics oould have been influenced in two ways,

(1) They might

have expected too mUCh, and oonsequently have been disappointed.
(2) They might have been prepared to write glowing reviews on
the strength ot the Lewis reputation.
As it turned out, the reviews ranged from unqualified
praise to bitter denunciation.
It is always

pos~ible

This in itself is not unusual.

to find two almost diameotrically opposed

oritioal opinions; it is important to notioe the majority opinion
The most favorable extreme is represented by the review of Burton
Rasooe, who says. "Mr. LewIs's new novel is beautiful and terribl
and oompassionate and true.
the life we know,"

It is almost overwhelmingly true to

Such a statement precludes the possibility

of anything more than appreoiative critioism, whioh only praises,
instead of 00011y

~~lyzing.

That is what this review ,does; it

finds no fault; it lavishes praise.

"Mr. Lewis's depiction of

prisons, settlement houses, and feminist organizations brings int
his fiction something new in milieu.

He has lost nothing of his

ounning in oreating soenes and situations with live:'y ver1similitude."

Ur. Rascoe, in addition to approv1ng of 1ow1s's tech-

nique, also praised the ideas in the book,

s~ing

that it was

more thoughtful and philosophioal than any other, with the exception of Arrowsmith, but he does not oite speoifio examples of
what he praises. 10

10

!!!~

Herald Tribune Books, January 29, 1933, 1.

r~------~--,
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rJilliam .;;)oskin. while also favorable in his reaction,
wa.s not quite so unrestrained as 1:.r. Rascoe.

-

In his opinion Ann

Viokers is "an excellent indiotment of the American prison ays-

-tem a.nd a outting satire on the various reform movements of

Lewis t s own generation. "11 Another fa.vorable and enthusiastio::> 11"
written review is that of Karl Schriftgiesser, who raises several
interesting points whioh are worthy of note because they were
later used to oondemn Lewis.

Mr • .schriftgieaser oalls Lewis "our

most a.ooomplished novelist writing in the traditional form."
However,

Mr.

~chrlftgiesser

admits that "after the horrors of

Faulkner," Lewis's technique "proves itself inadequate to turn
our stomaohs at the viciousness whioh he unearths."

Mr. Sohrift-

glesser likes what he oalls the panorama of the previous three
deoades of the history of the United States.
8ith regard to the morality of the novel, he feels.that
the argument tor single women having babies is eugenioally sound.
The latter opinion is an example of critioal poaohlng;this oritic
does not pretend to be a moralIst, yet he has the temerity to
pass on moral questions, while admitting that the ohuroh will
object. 12
11 !!!
12

~

Evening

~,

January 28, 1933, sec.l, p.7

Boston Transcript, January 28, 1933, Book Seotion,

".

~-----------------------------------------------------------------,
2'1 ..

The next reviewer to be cronaidered takes the ohallenge
and makes an attempt to rank
other work.

-

~treet.

~

Viokers in relat10n to Lewis's

Henry Hazlitt oonsiders this book inferior to

~

Babbitt. and Arrowsmith, but superior to Dodsworth; as

Mr. Hazlitt expresses it. the book is "safely in the upper half oj
Mr. Lewis's work."

In his opinion, this book is a oogent piece

,

of propaganda, a powerful sooial cooument.

It serves, he thinks,

the good purpose of rousing the indignation of people who would
never read an offioial report on prison reform.

However, he does

not oonsider the novel to be "'literature' in the narrower sense.'
The writing, in his opinion, "as
journalese.,,13

suo~,

is no better than oompeten1

Inasmuoh as Mr. Hazlitt has stated that the book

is in the upper half of Lewis's work, we must draw the oonolusion
that he oonsiders none of Lewis's books to be literature.

His

opinion would have greater value had he defined "literature" more
preoisel,..
The opinion of Mary Ross14 is that the importanoe of
the book lies in favor of the flesh and blood person whioh Lewis
oreated in it.

She oalls this novel a book whioh should not be

ignored, but she does not say why.
that of J. Donald Adams.

A more vigorous opinion is

Calling Ann Viokers one of "the major

13 Henry Hazlitt, "Sinolair Lewis, Campaigner," Nation,
CXXXVI, 'ebruary 1, 1933, 126.
14

Mary

ROBS,

"Portra1 t of a. Modern.loman, n Survey
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creations ot dinolair 1ewis," he desoripes it as tis. book fully
representative of the qualities for whioh he has oome to stand in
Amerioan literature.t! and a novel whioh "oould not be the work of
any other author."

In Mr. Adams opinion, the thesis of the novel

1s that "the oareer oan never be an adequate substitute for a
more fundamental need. even ''I'hen that need demands the subordinat10n of self.,,15
Helen lIaoAfee oalled the book a deft, olever attaok
"that turns a soene and all its works immediately inside out.
Here is the same gift for oarioature-- • • • ,,16
says more in the same vein.

:Miss kOAfee"".",

Shw is obviously one of those who

are immediately oaptivated by Lewists satirioal teohnique, for sh4

-

mentions very little else in oonneotion with Ann Viokers.
A less lenient analysis than the imrnediately preceding
1s that of Robert Cantwell, who evaluates the book in relation to

_

Lowis's other writing.

He admits that Ann ............................
Viokers moves rapidly

and is realistio in its evooation of the physioal oharaateristios
of a soene.

But he draws attention to what he oalla "the ohang-

ing oharaoter of Lewis' a writing."

Mr. Cant\lVell pOints out that

Lewis's most important books had been satires, notably M!!e stree
and Babbitt; sinoe then,

-Graphio, XXII,

February, 1933, 125.

16 !!!
16

~

Times

~

Review, January 29, 1933, p.l.

Helen MaoAfee. "The Library of the Quarter,"

~

~----------------------------------~
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Lewis has ohosen progressively less formidable opponents.
As his prestige and influence have grown. as his teohnioal skIll hus increased. he has devoted himself to satir~
izing less important and less firmly established s~cial
i~s:!!:ti~::!s~!7iS beooming a satirist who speoializes
This is a serious oharge.

Sinolair Lewis's importance, we see

bere, derives almost wholly from two things.
mimio. and his themes are important.

He is a marvellous

If he fails to maintain

either standard, then his importanoe diminishes.
Another oritio, Harry Hansen, berates Lewis for not
baving moved with the times.

Of the later Le'l\1is he says -the fol-

lowing:
If Sinclair Lewis stands praotioally where he did when

!!in street made a national figure, then he has not

moved with the times. For the novel is moving beyond
him. The denunoiation of human stupidity for itself
alone is no longer reoeived with shouts; the younger
novelists have been trying to place the blame for it.
The searoh tor infantile influenoes and psyohologioal
faotors is giving way before the searoh for the responsibility in sooiety itself. If people are as Mr.. Lewis
desoribes them, then there must be a reason tor their
oondition. Mr. Lewis's latest novel does not indio~te
that he is moving toward any such balanoed inquiry,.l8

This review is

import~nt

because it is a good expression of the

oritioal f'lshion whioh dominated the
thirties.
,

The "searoh for

-

the responsibility in society itself," whioh Mr. Hansen mentions

!.eview. New Series. XXII, Spring,. 1933, vi.
17 Robert Cantwell "Outlook Book Choice of the Month,
Hew Outlook, New York, CLXI, February, 1933, 55-59.
18 Harry Hansen,., n.'B'ashions in Fiction," Forum and
£!nturl, LXXXIX, Maroh, 19.03, 163.
-

r.--------------.
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as being the goal of the young

~iters,.is

depiction ot the class struggle.
letarian novel is beooming

pop~ar

in other words, the

He goes on to say that the proin the early thirties.

statement is an impliot aeousat1on of Lewis.

This

Mr. Hansen winds up

his argument by indioating that the newer novels are enjoying
"inoreasing popularity with the publio.,,19
A slightly different appraisal is that of Maloolm Cowle
though it is equally unfavorable.

He does not disouss Lewis in

relation to other novelists, but rather points out defeots within
the novel itself.

It is his opinion that the book fails beoause

of the ohoice of subjeot.

As he says, "everything in the book

depends on the heroine, toward whom' the author's attitude is
unoertain.

Ann is a feminist and Lewis is really hostile towards

feminism.

Ann is a reformer and Lewis has learned to distrust

reformers.

Ann is a liberal; so is Lewis himself, but he is

beginning to be irritated by his own 01ass.,,20 This oritioism 1s
1nteresting, but Kr.Cowley asserts without oiting instanoeswhich
would tend to support his statement.

His estimate is one of the

few truly literary evaluations of the book whioh appeared, and
had he amplified his statements further, muoh more inSight oould

19

Ibid., 166.

20 Malcolm Cowley. "Tired Feminist,"
LXxIV, February 16, 1933, 22.

!!! Republio,
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have been obtained from them.
is illuminrting.

However, .even this brief statement

It is indioative of the faot that Mr. Cowley

is highlyolass-oonsoious.
Two extremely unfavorable reviews were those of Joseph
MoSorley, c.a.p.2l and Hersohel Briokell.

Father MoSorley's

review is oonoerned ohiefly with moral issues.

While the disous-

sion of Lewis's moral attitudes is just, it is not

literary~

it is too polemio in nature to be a persuasive argument.

and

Mr.

Briokell repeats one of the standard arguments, that Lewis is
"3ournalistio" in his teohnique:
The work of some men, suoh as DeFoe, who were primarily
journalists! has survived, and so may the work of Lewis,
but it is s mply stupid to think of him as a literary
artist, and it may even be foolish to aooept his ideals
as the ideals of the present period, although the sort
of moral anarohy for whioh he seems to argue does seem
to grow in popularity with the general loss of standards. 22
This, then, was the oritioal reoeption of
the major reaotion to this book?
this writer. olear-cut.

~

Viokers.

~hat

is

It is not. in the opinion of

The reviewers, for the most part, seem

afraid to oommit themselves to a definite stand.

Most of them

Beem unoertain as to the drift of oritioal sentiment oonoerning
Sinolair Lewis, and are waiting to determine the majority opinion

World,

21 Joseph J4oi:lorley.C.a.F., "Ann Viokers," Catholio

C~{xVI.

February, 1933, 622-624.

22 Hersohel Briokell, "Mr. Lewis's New Book." North
Amerioan, CCCX1lV, A.pril, 1933, 383.
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In any event, though the critios may not have been able to make

UP their minds, their oompatriots, the readers, were quiok to
decide in favor of the book.
90,233 copies by Maroh 4.

Published in January, the book sold

It was the number one best-seller for

February, Maroh, and Aprill, 1933, and the. number two beat-seller
for May, 1933. 23

*

*

*

Sinolair Lewis's next novel, ~ £l !£i,!4

is a book

about the hotel business •. It ohronioles the rise of Myron Weagle
and the business to whioh he was devoted; Lewis traoes the rise
of the Amerioan hotel trom the simple inns ot the nineties to the
gigantic organizations ot the thirties.
The storr begins in 1897, in Blaok Thread Oenter, Connetiout.

The town's only hotel is run by the Weagle family.

Myron, the teen-age son ot the house, does a mants share ot the
)

work, for his father is a drunkard, and his brother Ora fancies
himself a poet whose soul might be bruised by manual labor.

On

being graduated from high Bohool, Myron decides to try his luok
in the hotel buainess.

He works himself up from the kitohen to

the manager's offioe, always in hotels of inoreasing splend.or and

23 Publisher's Weekly, CXXIII, Karoh, 4, Maroh 11,
AprIl 16, Kay 13, June 10. 1933, 860, 946, 1281, 1563, 1896.
24

Sinolair Lewis,

!2Ik ~!Il.

Garden City, 1934.

,.
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and

oomplexity.

Inn.

lIyron gradually develops the idea of The Perfect

whioh should provide oomfort without ostentation.

MeanwhilE

Ora beoomes a fairly suooessfu1, though somewhat alooho1ic writer; he vieits ltvron only when he needs money.
MYron)s private life is subordinated to his oareer.
His projeot, The Perfeot Inn, is always before him.
dozens of notebooks with ideas.

Finally he aeoides to undertake

the labor of finanoing and building his Perfeot Inn.
goes fairly

w~11

He fills

Everything

until the night of its opening, when there is a

suicide-murder which rebounds aoross the oountry and ruins the
inn's patronage.

Myron is foroed to sell the intl • . He gets a job

as manager in a small hotel, but loses the job when he is unfair1J
implioated in an embezzlement.

Ora, meanWhile, has earned a oer-

tain amount of oheap sUOOesS in radio work and in the writing of
oheap religious trash.

Myron is still undefeated. however.

He

buys a small hote1,and as we leave him he is making plans for a
series of tourist oourts.
The reaotions to !2I!

£! !£1 fall into three oategories

The rnajority of the oritios was unqualified in its dislike of the
book.

A

small group liked it.

Between these two extremes were

several people who were evidently making a strong effort to be
kind.
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in the reviews of Lewis's previous books are here plainly and
unmistakenly stated.

Hersohel Briokell, in the vanguard of the

reviewers who were to proclaim loudly that they had never been
fooled by this Lewis fellow, made a sweeping statement about the
body of Lewis's work:
I do not think our winner of the Nobel Prize is a firstrate creative writer, nor could ever be. Certain virtues he has, and BOme of them are to be found in "Nork
of Art,' but not a11. 26
In the disoussion of this novel he is very brusque.

"Its charao-

terization is absolutely in the flat and its thesis merely whimsical, without any value as a typioal contrast between the artistic business man and the wastrel artist.,,26
T. S. Mathews pOints out that ,it is not so important
that this novel as a novel is bad; after all, he says, every
author who writes such a great number of books as Lewis has is
bound to make a few mistakes.
tant is Lewis's thesis.

:lhat Mr. Mathews thinks is impor-

Though he tries to indicate in this nove

that there is no substitute for honest labor, "What he has BUCoeeded in saying is that Babbitt is right.

He has been writing

about Babbitt so long that he is Buffering from the effects of

7.

26

!!!

26

-Ibid.

York Evening

~,

January 27, 1934, sec, 1, p.
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total immersion."

Like Mr. Briokell, Mr. Mathews is quick to

inform his readers that he always thought that Sinclair Lewis's
reputation was "a great Amerioan joke."27
Another opinion is that of F'lorenoe Cadman, who says
that "too many pages of 'Work of Art' read like either a trade
manual or a trade report, and too few read like a novel.,,28

What

is more interesting is her appraisal of Lewis's vork as a. whole.
In her opinion, the novels fall into two groups, satires and
biographioal romanoes; this faot, she says, bas been obvious sino
thepublioation of Arrowsmith.

:Miss Cadman also notes the abseno

of Lewis's oharaoteristio dialogue.
The most unfavorable pole of oritioal opinion is represented by the review of Joseph MoSorley, C.S.P. 29 He was bored,
repelled, and depressed by this novel; he did not say why in
explioit terms,
There were others, however, who were not so severe
with

~

g!!£!.

Their oritioism, while favorable, laoks

th~

spark of enthusiasm whioh makes the oritio's opinion oonvinoing.
These estimates fall into the oategory of "kind" reviews.

A

typioal kind review is the following:
2'1 T. S. Mathews, "Inoluding ~:anolair Lewis," !!!.
Republio, LXXVII, January 31, 1934, 343-344.

28 'lorenoe Codman, "Objet d'Art," Ration, CXXXVIII.
January 31, 1934, 134-136.
29

Joseph Motiorley, C.S.P., "Work of Art," Catholio
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'·,fork of Art' satirizes no d efinl te American type.
is less angry and purposeful than most of Lewis's
novels. Nevertheless it is an exoellent and engrossing story, rich. in the kind of detail that Sinolair
Lewis best knows how to give. 30
This verbal tightrope work is a speoialty of J. Donald
Adams.

It is often diffioult to determine whether or not he

likes a book.

For example t of

~

of

!!:1 he says, "Sinolair

Lewis's new book is at onoe renewed evidenoe ot vitality and of
bis essential shortoomings as a truly first-rate creative writer."3l

Mr. Adams would seem to be saying here that he i8 turn-

ing his thumb down.

But then he sa.ys that .!!.2.£!

better book than

Viokers, that Lewis ha.s aSSimilated the

~

~

!£i is a muoh

material better here than in Arrowsmith, and that the narrative
never breaks down under the aooumulated information, but surges
on to a dramatio olimax.
~inoer.

but slightly more negative than the preoeding

was the review of Helen MaoAfee, who exoused the dullness of the
oharacter of Myron Weagle by saying that it was possible that
"the author's feelings are too neutral towards this man--he doesn't either despise him enough or like him enough to make him

aorld, OXXXVIII. February. 1934, 627-628.
30 "Books in Brief," Forum
LXxxII, Maroh, 1934, v.
31

...

!!!~ ~1mes ~

~

Century, Philadelphia,

Review, January 28, 1934, p.l •
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come alive aa he did Babbitt, whom he bath liked and despised.,,32
Elmer Davis exouses himself from evaluating this book
by

saying that a "man who has written two books as good as 'Bab-

bitt' and 'Arrowsmith' need never write anything olse; • • • he
still has the right to be ~udged only by hIs best.,,33 Mr. Davls
eXpresses thanks that the book oontains no "message."34
Oomp1ete1y favorable reviews were those of Henry Seidel
Canby, Isabel Paterson. and Karl Sohriftgiesser.

"It is enough

to say that Mr. Lewis has endowed both /the brothers/ w.lth
reality,,,36 aooording to Mr. Sohriftglesser.

Mr. Canby and Miss

Paterson recall Lewis's earliest novels for suitable parallels
to

~ ~!£1.

Hiss Paterson calls this book "a surprising and

rather touohing return of the native to the elementary Amerioan
posi tlon, whioh might be defined as bellef in work • • • n3G
Canby oalls the book Ita piece of virtuosity.u

Mr.

He says that

"Lewis, with his uncanny sense for new significances in ourrent
living, has dramatized an institution as characteristio of American 11fe as the Circus, and much like one, and has with infinite
32 Helen MacAffe, "The Library of the Quarter. tl !!!!.
Review, New ~eries. XXIII, Spring, 1934, viii-x.
33 -Elmer Davis, "Sino1air Lewis's Hiok of Genius,"
Saturdal Review ~ Literature, X, January 27, 1934, 433-437.
34 iliA., 437.
36 Boston Transoript, January 24, 1934, seo.4, p.2.
36 !!! ~ Herald Tribune Books, January 21, 1934,
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pains reduoed a vast body of expert observation and researoh into
a work of art. n37

- -The-publio,
however, was most gratifying in its response. 1fork of Art had
--four printings totaling 100,000 oopies by the middle of February,
Suoh was the oritioal reaotion to Work of Art. The

oritios were almost unanimous in their dislike.

1934.

It never reaohed the top of the best-seller list, however,

possibly beoause its publioation ooinoided with that of AnthopY
Adverse.

At any rate, it was in seoond plaoe in February and
Karoh, and in sixth plaoe in April. 38

*
Lewis's next novel,

!i

*
Can't HapRen Here~39 was pro-

bably his most exoiting and popular in its topioality.

It 'is the

fiotitious history of the ooming of fasoism to the United States.
The rise of the Amerioan diotatorship is seen through
the eyes of the hero, Doremus Jessup, a New England newspaper
editor.

The diotatorship oomes about as the result of the eleo-

tion to the presidenoy of Berzelius "Buzz" Windrip, a demagogue
who is e1eoted on a platform of $6,000 a year for everyone in the
oountry.

He is aided and abetted by suoh notables as Bishop

37 Henr, Seidel Canby, "Sinolair Lewis's Art of Work,"
Saturday ReView 2! Literature, X, February 10, 1934, 465-473.
38 Publisher's Weekll, CXXV, February 17, 1934, Karoh
10, 1934, April 14, sa, 12, 7'2, 1061, 1457, 1786.
39 Sinolair Lewis, 11 C~'t Happen ll!t!. Garden City,

l ..
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Peter Paul Prang, and former reporter L,e Sarasan, who is the
power behind the throne.

doon after ooming to power, Jindrip

and oompany slyly organize the oountry by means of the Minute
men. an organization modelled on the Gestapo.
deolared.

Martial law is

Doremus Jessup's former hired hand becomes a "county

oommissioner."

Inflation grips the country.

iialt Trowbridge,

the defeated oandidate, esoapes to Canada, where he is free to
make arrangements for others to esoape also.

Doremus gets into

trouble with the government over his editorials--seoretly he
publishes anti-administration pamphlets.

~inally

he esoapes to

Oanada, after being subjeoted to assorted petty and not-so-petty
tyrannies, such as having his newspaper oftice wreaked.
Evaluation of the oritioal reoeption of this novel is
particularly diffioult.

For one thing, there were, many reviews

of this book by people who were muoh more ooncerned with politios
than with literature.

But they were not the only ones oonoerned

with the disoussion of politioal questions.

The regular book

reviewers and oritics were human, too, and they joined in.
disoussed polItics too.

This mingling

o~

They

political and literary

discussion tends to makes for a oonfusing pioture in the reviews
of this novel.
Of one thing one oan be sure, that the impact of this
novel on all of the reviewers was tremendous, whether they liked

it as literature or not.

11

Can't Happen!!£! is one of those

40

Lewis books which stir people up, even

~f

•

while reading it they

disagree with it, or find fault with its oonstruotion.
The predominating reaotion of the critics was that,
al though 11 Can t t RaEEeft

1!!!:!

is a stirring book in many respects

because of the nature of its theme, it oannot be called a piece

of signif'ioant literature.

Calling it Ifa wea.pon of' the intellect

rather than a novel," R.P.Blaokmur stated that "there is hardly
a rule for the good oonduct of' novels that 1 t does not break."
He

points out that it is the urgency of the theme and tho emo-

tions of the author which make it so sucoessful.

But Mr. Blaok-

mur does admit that the violenoe of the book oan be matched by
real inoidents, such as those of the "Soottsboro boys, Tom Mooney
and

the West Ooast longshoremen. n40
A more speoifio oharge was that made by Geotf'rey

~tone.

Calling the story merely the German revolution transported to
an Amerioan looale, he makes the serious oharge that the novel
displays "a orude laok of imagination • • • that must disturb
evan Mr. Lewis' s most fervent admirers, • • • By laok of imagination • • • I mean inability to see into the actual issues conoarned • • • ,,41

As a novel, Mr. Stone says, this book is a

40 R.F.Blaokmur "Utopia, or Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
tation, CXLI, October 30, i 935, 516.
.
41 Geoffrey citone, "An Ironioal Tract," Commonweal,
IlIII, November,22 t 1935, 107.

41

•

hastily assembled pieoe, one of the wor~t books to oome from the
pen of Sinolair Lewis. 42 In his opinion, it is distinotly not a
satire, but a politioal traot. 43
However, aooording to R. M. Lovett, the politioal
thought of this novel is of "large importance,n44

even though,

as Mr. Lovett admits, there is a oertain defioienoy to the book.
Though he feels that Lewis has not portrayed the breakdown of
government whioh in his opinion is the

inevi~able

prelude to tyr

anny. Mr. Lovett believes that Lewis has ample preoedent for
using a novel for propaganda. 46 However, C. B. Palmer 46 thinks
that the devioe is remarkable only in that Sinolair Lewis is
using it.

He agrees with

L~.

Lovett that the novel, as it is

written, will lead readers to agree with the title, beoause it i
80

unbelievable.
One of the few critios who dod not patronize Lewis at

this time was Lewis Gannett, who made a penetrating observation

42

Ibid., 108.

43

Ibid"

107.

44 R.lI.Lovett, "lir. Lewis Says It Can," !!! Republio,
LXXXIV, November 6, 1936, 377.

p.l.

45

ll!!.,

46

Boston Transoript, Ootober 19, 1935, Book Seotion,

366.
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ooncerning the unoonvinoing quality of parts of this book:
The neurotio worlds of Faulkner, Caldwell, and OtHara
are not for Sinolalr Lewis. His own attitude is always
that ot the thoroughly normal American onlooker, and
he is least oonvincing when he strays from parish morallty to give to his Fascist leaders the famillar homosexual oharaoteristics of the Germans, or has Doremus
Jessup's daughter advise her father to be bold with
Lorinda Pika. 47
Robert Cantwell st&tes flatly that the book seems exaggerated.

In his opinion."you would have to be pretty far gone

not to be opposed to the kind of fascism that Lewis piotures; and
it oan be taken for granted that Amerioan fasoists are not going
to wear their swastikas on their sleeves. n 'S

Hersohe1 Brioke11,

whom the reader will remember as a staunoh anti-Lewis man, oal1s

Ii Can't Happen

~

"unadulterated Sinolair Lewis, and it repre

sents him perfeot1y as the essential journalist he 'has always
been. "49

The actual operations of the dictatorship are merely

reworkings of the many books whioh have described Nazi Germany,
aooording to Mr. Brlckel1; the important feature of the work is,
he thinks, its restatement of the prinoiples whioh stem from
Lewis's generation of liberals. 50

13.

47

New!2£! Herald Tribune Books, October 21, 1935, p.

48 Robert Cantwell, "A Season's Run,"
LL\JV, December 11, 1935, 162.
~erican

!!! Republic,

49 Herschel Brickell, "It Can't Happen Here," North
Review, CCXL. Deoember, 1935, 646.
50 Ibid., 643-644.
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In substantial agreement with.Mr. Cantwell and Mr.
Brickell is J. Donald Adams.

He objeots to the similarity of

Lewis's diotatorship with those of Germany and Russia.

One feels

"that though it might happen here, it oould not happen in so
oomplete1y the same way • • • "61 aooording to Mr. Adams.
All the oritios did not agree so wholeheartedly about
the quality of this novel.

Benjamin titolberg. while admitting

that the ideology supplied to Lewis's oharaoters is not too
imaginatIvely projeoted, and that the women in the book, as is
80

often true in Lewis novelS, do not figure very strongly.

states that It Can't

~ppen

!!£! is important. In disoussing

LewIs's dismissal by both the oritios who laud individuality and
those who pay tribute to the sooially oonsoious,

l~.

Stolberg

says
Plainly, the question is not whether Lewis is merely
a sooiologioal novelist, or a sound revolutionary
propagandist, but whether his panorama of Amerioan
life is true or false. The question is not whether
he isftust a reportsr, but whether his reportage 1s
signi cantly creative in its satirization of our sooial
types, whether his seleotive imagination illumines the
nature ot the Amerioan Leviathan. There is nothing
artistioa1ly invidious in the obvious faot that Sinolair Lewis is a master in oreating 600ia1 stereotypes
and not a master in individual psyohology.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
To have deepened his oharacters Lewis would have

61

!!!.!2Ik

Times Book Review. Ootober 20, 1935, p.l.
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had to falsify them. Babbitt's predioament lies in
his conditioned superfioiality; ana Lewis's genuis
for superfioiality whioh so displeases the highfalutin oritios, is a oonditioned reflex of Babbitt's
world. 52
Th1s oritio has been quoted at some length beoause he has hit
squarely upon one of the shibboleths of the oritioism of the
past oouple of deoades.

'or some years now it has been the

fashion to abhor the flat or type oharaoter.

Of oourse, satire

depends to a great degree on the use of flat and type oharaoters
As E., K. rorster 53 po~nts out, there is essentially nothing
wrong with the type oharaoter,

It has been suooessfully employe

by many novelists, among them, Diokens.
work has

be~n

a

~

This aspeot of Lewis's

n2!t for the oritios; though they may not

say so, many of those quoted in this paper disapprove of his
work merely on that ground, though they may reason that it is
on other grounds that they disapprove.
Edward WeekS was favorably impressed by the ideas
expressed in the

boo~.

though he did thlnd that the novel was

perhaps a bit too long to make the best effect.
liked the first hundred and fifty pages.

He partioularly

"The aooount o.f the

Democratio oonventlon, the quotations from 31ndrip's

p. 1... 2.

62

!!! York

~ ~.

Herald Tribune Books, Ootober 20. 1936,

53 Edward Korgan Forster, Aspeots
York, 1927, 100-125.

~

!ht Novel, New

r~··

__------~--------------_.
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have Mr. Lewis a.t his brilliant best.n5~

c. B.

On the other hand,

Palmer thought that the first third of the book nwill seem

dul /aio/ and wordy • .,55
Falmer(Q!. footnote

Inoidentally, this is the same Mr.

# 46), but with a oonsiderably more favorable

point of view on October 23 than on October 19.

In the later

review he speaks of Lewis's "distinguished rage," his beautiful
expression of "the qualIties of human liberty," in sharp contrast
to his earlier opinion.
John Chamberlain,56

a reviewer with a frankly nonlit-

erary approaoh to this novel, takes issue with those who think
that the book is incredible.

As proof of the possibility of its

events, he cites the cloak-and-dagger air of the Xu Klux Klan
and the more innooent,but equally colorful, Shrlners. Mr. Chamberlain Is substantially eohoed by E. H. Wa1ton 57 and Elmer
DaVis,58 although Mr. Davis is slightly more literary in his
treatment of the novel.
54 Edward ,Veeks, "The Atlantl0 Bookshelf," Atlantio
Monthly, OL11, Deoember, 1935, 40-41.
65

Boston Transoript, Ootober 23, 1935, seo. 3, p.2.

56 John Ohamberlain, "The World in Books," Current
History, XLIII, December, 1935, Iv.
67 Edith H. Walton, "The Book Parade," Porum !!!!
!entury. XCIV, Deoember, 1935, vi.
58 Elmer DaviS "Ode to LibertY,1t Saturdal Review
iiterature, XII, October i 9, 1935, 5.

.2!
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The last oritic to be

inolude~

in the survey of the

oritioal reception of this novel serves rather as an example of
what this investigator ha.s tried to a.void than as an exa.mple of
reliable oritioism.

It is a perfeot specimen of the gushing

review, by Fanny Butoher.
Whether 'It Oan't Happen Here' is clinolair IJewis's
greatest novel or not I oannot say. It is too powerful
a blow • • • • IT/he reader feels such a terrifio impact
that he doesn't stop to analyze what haa his him. It
was written at white heat • • • • The result has the
passion of 'Unole Tom's Oabin' with vitriol instead of
tears for its life blood. o9
The

ma~or

reaotion to this book was, in the writer's

opinion, favorable, with serious qualifioations.

The oritios

thought the work a good pieoe of propaganda, but a poor piece of
literature.

Aooording to the oopyright page of the first editio

50,000 oopies were first printed.
publisher's oxpectations.

The book lived up to the

'

It was number 8 on the list of best

sellers in Ootober, 1935, number 1 in

Nove~ber.

number 2 in

Deoember, number 1 in Januar,y, 1936, and number 3 in February.cO

•
p.16.

59

•

*

Ohioago Daily Tribune, Ootober 19, 1935. seo. 1,

60 Publisher's Ivee1t~. OXXVIII, November 9. 1935.
1'65. Deoember 14, 1935, 217', XXIX, January 11, 1936, 12'.
February 16, 1936, 81'. Maroh 14, 1936, 1185.
.

l
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The next book to oome from the pen of Sinolair Lewis
Prodigal Parents. 6l
It is the story of Fred Cornplow

and his oontliot with his ohildren, Howard and Sara,

They beoome

friendly with Eugene Silva, a radioal labor organizer.
suggestion, they begin a radioal magazine, Protest

~

Fred knows that his ohildren take him for grunted.

beoause nobody else will.

Progress.

He rebels

and deoides to retire from the automobile business,
Howard elopes with a girl from a wealthy family.

At his

MeanWhile,

Fred hires him

Then he has to help dara and Eugene

Silga esoape the wrath ot the polloe for allegedly inciting the
workers at the 100a1 faotory to riot.

Howa.rd

oontinues to live

beyond his means; Sara wants to be an interior decorator.
talks of throwing over the traoes.
psyohiatrist.
Europe.

His daughter takes him to a

Completely disgusted, Fred and his wife go to

After staying there only a short time, they come home,

because Howard ha.s to be resoued again, this time from
ism.

Fred

aloohol~

Fred makes his son understand that he must be independent;

on this note of hope the novel ends.
The oritIoa1 reaotion to this novel was utterly damning.

Few indeed were the oritios who oame to Lewis's defence.

Though perhaps no worse than

~2!~,

this novel cume out at

a time when Sinolair Lewis's reputation was quite shaky.

1938.

61

S1no1air LewiS,

Eight

.!h! Prodigal Parents. Garden City,
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years is a long time to remember the Nopel Prize, and not one of
the novels whioh Lewis produoed during that time helped to bolster his reputation.

Added to this was the faot th.at Lewis had

not followed the trend of the literature of the thirties whioh
demanded novels of sooial protest, preferably with a pro-oommunist bias.

Lewis was not one of those, nor had he ever been,

who thought that oommunism was a panaoea.

In!1 Oan't Happen

-

Hore he had taken several nasty swipes at the martyr oomplex
whioh is often a part of the tellow traveler's personality.

To

oompound his insult, he depleted a oompletely vena.l labor organizer, Eugene Silva, in this novtl.

Naturally, he would not be

in the favor at those oritios who happened to bold heavy sympathies with the oommunists.
To demonstrate just what, happens
to a normally
even.
tempered. judioial person who happens to be prejudioed by political sympathies, let us ex,mino at some length a review by

Mal~

calm Cowley. one of the more important oritios of oontemporary
American literature.
Sinclair Lewis's new novel is flat. obvious, and
full ot horseplay that wouldn't raise a laugh at an Elks
oonvention. From the first page to the last there isn't
a oharaoter that rises above the level of a good oomio
str1p(say "Little Orphan Annie"}.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. .

But this new book 1s not merely a botohed oopy of 'Babbitt;' it is also 'Babbitt' turned upside down. In the
earlier novel--the best he aver ~~ote--Lewls Nas portraying the stupidity a.nd the sheep-likeness of' Amerioan

r
49 ..

business men, He hadn't much to s~y about the working
class, but still, when he described a strike 1n ~enith
he left no doubt of his s:1mpathy with the strikers. In
the new book, however, his attitude toward the workers-any workers--is one of almost hysterioal fear and hosti1i ty.They are insolent and la·zy and they squirt only
a quarter enough grease. • • • If' they are finally disoharged for the bost of roasons, the government takes
oharge of them and supports them in luxury on the prooeed'20f taxes levied against their hard-working emp10yers. 6 ,",
The inoident whioh Mr. Cowleydesorlbes dealt with a
group of indlvlduale--shiftless oousins of the Cornplow family-who obtain jobs through sheer brazen means.

They do not, to this

writer, function as symbols of the working class.

This kind of

oritioal response is merely the record of the surprise, ohagrin,
and frustration of a ra.dioa.l who finds a viper 1n his bosom.
Lewis's oharacters wore the kind of poor relations who oontinually beg from their more industrious kin.

For the oritio of the

thirties, however, all workers are by definition thrifty, honest
and industrious, while all employers are hardhearted, grasping
and without oonsoienoe.
A similar, but more temperate estimate was that of J.
Donald Adams,

The one thing vvhich he speoifioa11y mentions ls

"Mr. Lewis's exoursion into the Eugene Silva episode." He
thinks that "the utterly sappy and trivial absorption. for so
brief a time. of these youngsters in the5;crkers' International

62 Maloolm Cowley,~George F. Babbitt's
!epub110. XOIII, January 26, 1938, 342.

Reven~8,"

!!!
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CohesionCthe Coheeze) and in the monthll Protest

~

•

Irogress, is

not a fair reflection of • • • the college • • • attitude toward
social and eoonomic problems. n63 In other words, LewiS is being
rapped on the knuckles for daring to questIon the wisdom of the
fellow traveler.

Mr. Adams ie more cogent in pointing out that

the thesis of the children's treatment of their parents and the
'.vooden consistenoy of the son mitigate

ag~linst

the novel's

Impact.
Ed'.vardNeeks draws attention to wha.t he ca.lls a translt10n in teohnique in Lewis's later novels.

"It is as if the

author had grown less interested in people and more interested
in ideas. fI

As !.1r. Weeks points out. in this novel. :!.lewis is cam

paingning aga.inst selfishness and
has exaggerated beyond ballet."64

irre~ponsibillty,

but "these h

Both he and Clara MBrburg

Kirk 66 a.gree thut the characterization is thin, the characters
unbelievable, and the dIlemmas obvious and stagey.
Louis Kronenberger oalls thiS book "reaotionary in its
political implications" and "anti-intellectual in its whole view

63

!!! ~

Times

~

ReView, January 23, 1938, p.l.

64 1!:dward Weeks, "The Bookshelf. n Atlantic Monthli,
CILI, March, 1938, unnumbered.
65 Clara Marburg Kirk, "Reality in the Novel." Survey
Graphio, New York. XlVII, April, 1938, 238-241.
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of lite,,,66 but his argument is weakenea by his too-obvious
Insistenoe upon the politioal signifioanoe ot the work.

A more

reliable opinion is that of Elmer Davis, who is usually quite
favorable towards Lewis's bOOkS, and who agrees wholeheartedly
with the philosophy ot this novel.

But. says Mr. Davis, although

"the philosophy • • • is good sense • • • the novel that embodies
it, as a novel is pretty poor. no?
Unfortunately. the favorable reviews of !h! Prodigal

-

Parents were equally biased by poli tioal arguments, ,Ulliam
Soskin said that the book "takes so lusty a sook at dilettante
radioalism and professional 'Communism,' and does it with suoh
chuckling good humor. that the book may well oreate a popular
atti tude of mind • .,68
One favorable review whioh did not seem to follow any
partioular "line" waf' that ot Olga Owena. who liked the book
without being either very politioal or very profound about her
preferenoe.

She did. however ,make a pOint about Lewis' s real-

Ism; some people. she says, teel that it is distorted. beoause
it makes the reader feel that the only people who exist are those

66 Louis Kronenberger, "The })rodigal Lewis," Nation,
OlLVI, January 22. 1938, 101.
6? Elmer Dav1.s. "hom Babbitt to Complow," Saturday
Review ~ LIterature, xfiI, January 22, 1938, 6.
1.

-

68

--

New York Herald Tribune Books, January 23, 1938, p.
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in the book.

4

She feels that this acousation is a tribute to

Lewis beoause he makes the reader feel that "his individuals are
at the moment of reading all there are.

His realism is often

repellent. but honesty will often reveal this

feelin~

to be

reluotant11 reoognised familiarity.n69
The reviews of

!hi

Prodigal Parents ware the most

unjust of those of the first four of Sinolair Lewis's later
novels.

They were unjust, not beoause they were unfavorable.

but beoause they berated the author for his politioal sympathies.
Lewis was oastigated, not only for being a poor writer, but for
being a poor politioian.
with the oritios.

For onoe, the public seemed to

a~ree

This novel was on the best-seller list for

on1y three months.

In January, 1938, it was number 8; in February, number 4; in Maroh, number 8. 70
The oritioa1 reaotions to the novels of this first
period are oharaoterized by two predominant tendenoies.

On the

one hand, the oritios are not too awed by the faot that Sinolair
Lewis won the Nobel Prize, although, in the opinion of this writer, there was some indioation, espeoia11y in the estimates of
~

Viokors, that some of the oritios permitted their judgment to
69

Boston Transoript, January 22, 1938, seo. 4, p.l.

70 Publisher's Neek1~, CXXXIII, February 12, 1938,
Maroh 12, 1938, April 9, 1938, 54, 1214, 1557.
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be swayed by the glamor of the prize.

•

qn the other hand, even

those oritios who were most severe with Lewis unoonsoiously
assented to his importanoe by their very severity.

That is, had

they not assumed that Lewis was one of the most important figures
in Amerioan literature, they would not have been so harsh in
their oritioism.

Had Lewis's books been published under another

name, they would in all probabIlIty have been reoeived muoh more
favorably.

(Of oourse, a less prominent name would reoeive less

ooverage. )

IVhatever the possi bI1i ties, the faot remains that

LewiS was not "damned by fa.int praise."
by loud damnation.

Ra.ther. he was praised

In short, the critios were still interested

in what Sinolair Lewis bad to

s~y,

cv,n though they nearly always

disagreed with what he said and the way in whioh ho said it.
long did this attitude persist?

Did the oritios eventually

ignore Lewis. and if so, when did this oocur?

Let us soe.

How

CHAPTER III
THE NOVELS OF THE ,'!AR Y1i'.diRS

The three novels whioh will be disoussed in this ohapter were written in an era as different from that of the depression as that was from the era of the boom.
our history oontained a boom, of sorts.

True, this period of

The new war threat oon-

veniently removed the problem of unemployment.
economy was again out of the doldrums.

7he nation's

Babbitt was baok in bus!

ness: but his business was not as oarefree as it had been in the
Qutthroat days of the twenties.

Taxes and government regulation

were higher and more irksome than ever before; and the labor
unions were not far behind the government in the raoe to see who
could harass the employer most.

~houghmoney

was freer, tension

mounted higher as the oountry entered the war.
Sinolair Lewis, never the most serene of men, seemed to
have grown more and more restless.

During the thirties he went

through a period of infatuation for the stage, during whioh he
aated, direoted, and produoed plays, among them
~

and Jayhawker. with Sidney Howard.

of his development was

Bethe~

Merridal.
64

11

Can't Happen

The result of this stag
Then we hear of him

r
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teaohing for a time at the University of 'Nisoonsin--he qu.it after
twO months, because, it is said, the fa.oulty shunned him, fearing
that he would satirize them in his next book. l Eventually he

worked for a while as literary oritio for Esquire. 2 From time to.
time various stories about Lewis would appear in print; most of
them were ot a. sourrilous nature.

Hone of this information is

pertinent to this study in itself.

However, it se.ems to indioate

a definite pattern in Lew1s's attitude toward his writing at this
time.

He seeme to have lost interest in writing as suoh.

The

novels of this period are ourious throwbaoks to his early mann.,sr;
the critios aooused him of rehashing old material.
The new teneions of the perlod did not intensify the
critioism of Lewis's novels.
aite ohange took plaoe.

btrangely enough, exaotly the oppo-

The oritic seems to beoome more aooomo-

dating, less stringent in the Judgment of these novels.

This

ohange in att1tude seems espeoially marked in the reaotion to
Bethel Merr1day.3 Perhaps the story had something to do with the
novel's reoept1on.
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1

It 1s the tale of a young g1rl who wants to

ft'Professor' Lewis."

!!!!!.!., XXXVI, November 18, 1940,

2 Publisher's iV.ekII. CXLVII. l'ebruary 10, 1945, 745.

t,

New York, 1940.
3 Sinolair Lewis, Bathel Merrida
Th1s novel belongs with the war-time bookseoause the time of
its pub11oation was oloser in spirit to the war than to the
depression.
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go on the stage.
Bethel Merriday. a typioal Lewis oharaoter, is the pro
duct ot a small town.

She first realizes her ambition when a

stars in !

-House.

sleazy touring oompany oomes to town to play The Silver Cord.
At oollege she joins the drama olub and

_D_o~l_l_'_s

After graduation she spends a summer with The Nutmeg Players, a
summer theatre group.

During that summer she is introduoed to

the hard working. glamorless aspeots of backstage life, and finds
that her idols are mere mortals after all.

Nhen the theatre

oloses for the winter she goes to 1lew York looking for a job.
FInally she gets a small part in a road company of .R.om
. eo_
.

~

Juliet, and the opportunity to understudy its star, the alcoholio

Mrs. Lumley Boyle.

Eventually Bethel has the opportunity to play

Juliet, one night when Mrs. Boyle is too drunk to go on.

But

Bethel is a failure as Juliet; but then. neither is the tour,
which comes

t~

a halt in the middle of the wilds of Kansas.

As

the boole ends a somewhat ohastened but still ambitious Bethel is
married to an actor and oheerfully awaiting hor next opportunity.
Oritioal reaction to this novel was in the main favor-

.....

able, but not in the sense that the oritios felt that Bethel
Mer,.;;.;;;;;.,;;,.;:;;.tldsl was oomparable in soope, intent. or aohievement to Babbitt
or Main street.

Rather, the reaotion is heavily oonnotative of

qUiet reSignation.

The critios do not here exhibit a reverent

lompU!sion to pay homage to the Nobel Prize, nor are they sur-
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prised and irritated by the level on wbjoh the novel is written.
In short, they are by this time oompletely unruffled by the
thought that perhaps Sinolair Lewis is not writing as well as he
used to.

Then, too, after the bitter language used to review T

-

At any rate, whatever the causes, the major reaotion

Prodigal Parents, no language oould seem anything but milder.

to Bethel Merridal was favorable.

Absent in the reviews of this

book is the aridity. the aorimony whi.oh accompanied the recepti
of the preceding novel.

Clifton Psdiman, for example, admits

that the novel is not profound, but then. he pOints out. the thea.tre is not a profound sllbject.

No one oan protest, he says.

that the book tries to be anything but
narrative."

"8

oheerful, superficial

Mr. Fadiman pOints out that Lewis avoids delving

into either the essential reasons for Bethel's desire to beoome
an aotress. or the problem of "the oomplex exhibitionist psyohol
ogy whioh will produce actors. ,,4

In the opinion of another

reViewer, Lewis was wise to forgo the bitterly satirical style n
lain Street and Babbitt in order to approaoh his subjeot with
"h\1lDorously tender sympathy,n 5

beoause the stage-struck girl and

the summer stock atmosphere are all too easy to satirize.

4 Olifton Fadiman, "Mr. Lewis and the stage-Catalogue,
XVI, Maroh 23, 1940, 71.

h! Yorker,
01.1

5 Katharine Bregy, "Bethel llerriday.!1 Oatho1io .lorld.

, May, 1940, 250.
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A olue to the surprisingly mild reoeption whioh this
book, published on the eve of
obta.ined from the olosing

\'1B.:'.

reeei ved. oan perhaps be
of Miss Bragy.

remark~

~he

says tha.t

"it is with gratitude to the author for giving us--in our days of
problema and the perpetual disoussion of problems--so honest and
human and oheerful a piece.ot raalism."6

This streak of esoap-

ism in oritioal ranks oan also be found in the review of Harry
Lorin B1nss6. who,

~hl1e

he admits that Bethel Merriday is laok-

ing in the range of experienoe whioh one expects in a. Lewis
novel, praises its laok of bitterness and Boorn, and oalls it "a
pleasant book."'

A similar point of view is that of Ann ~pringe ,

who admits that the book has certain defioienoies. suoh as
unrounded charnoters, implausibilities, and sentimentalities.
'!Cet she explains Lewis's gentle treatment of actors as love of
the stage, admiration of honost effort a.nd the willingness to

make saorifioes, and command of a s·ubJoot whioh of its nature
leads to illuBion.

She eohoes the esoapist mood in pOinting out

thHt Lewis's book says that the theatre "in a world so full of

degrading sham and vice may be the

]a

at refuge of the honest. fl8

Kary Ross, perhaps even more sta7e struok. says that the real

6

Ibid.
-Harry
Lorin Binss8,

,
lXXI, Maroh 22, 1940, 477.
8

"Bethel Merriday." Commonweal,

Boston Transoript, Maroh 23, 1940, s8c.5, p.8.
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heroine 1s not Bethel Merriday, but

"th~

•

theatrical profession

and its hold upon those who are wedded to it for better or
worse."9
A

slightly l.ss starry-eyed. verdict is that of Edgar

Johnson. 'Nho assures the reader that the bo'ok will appeal to lla
large Saturdsl Evening

!2!1 audience." But he thinks the story

interesting and well written, in spite of oertain failings in
technique.

Lewis's real skill, he says, is in combining realism

and sentimentalism in one novel.

He doee not let Bethel the

understudy sweep to Victory when the leading lady becomes incapaoitated.

Lewis is realistic in describing her failure.

But

at the end of the book he presents her to the reader as a seasoned trouper after only one season.

In this he is sentimental,

aooording to Johnson. 10
Another of the favorable reviews notes that Bethel
Merrid.a.y is often maudlin, that Lewis's comments on the renaissance of the Fabulous Invalid are often glib and enthusiastic
rather than thought:f'ul, that half the characters are stock.

Yet

the reviewer was favorable, noting that thie novel does not
embody "the sour and rickety work of an old self-imitator but a

9

!!!!!!.2.!:1i Herald Tribune Books, March

:A, 1940, p.3.

10 Edgar Johnson, I'~inolair Lewis' B Understudy, ff
!epub11c, OIl, Karch 25, 1940, 413.

!!!
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buoyant tale with neither olaims nor pratensions to being a. profound work of a.rt. ttll ':Ihis opinion is echoed by another reviewer
who calls Bethel Merridaz a lighthearted novel with no pretensions to being a work of Nobel Prize standards. 12
Even the disa.pproving comment on'this novel is ouriously tepid.

For example, one reviewer says of the heroine that she

is "suoh a oompletely virtuous young la.d.y and so dully and wholeheartedly d.evoted to her art that she turns out to be the le':lst
interesting person in the book. t'13

This oomment. together with

a desultory discussion of the superficiality of the minor charuc-

terG. io all that he hus to offer.
A thoroughly tmfavorable attitude, however, is that of
Ben Ray Hedman, whose opinion it is that the author is as stage
struck as the heroine.
Lewis's bOOks.

Mr. Redman considered this the worst of

"Mr. Lewis ha.s glibly recorded • • • theatrical

life; • • • but he has written '!Ii thout bene!i t of oredible charaotors, and on the literary level of the fiction • • • in • • •
womon's magazines."14

!!!:.!.!.

11

"Road Nork,"

XXV. Maroh 26, 1940, 97.

12

!!!!2.!!. Times

13

"Bethel Merr1day," Nation, OL, Maroh 23, 1940, 401.

~

Review, .Maroh 24, 1940,p.2.

14 Ben Ray Redman, "Mr. Lewis's :Juppressed DeSire,"
!aturday Review ~ Literature. XXI, Maroh 23, 1940, 7.

l
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Oredible or not, this novel had a muoh different effeot
on the readers than on the oritics.

Usually, when the critics

are unfavorable, the public buys Lewis's novels by the oarload.
This time, the oritioswere favorable, though tepid.
echoed the latter sentiment, but not the former.

The public

Bethel Merrida..l!

was in seventh place on the best-seller list for one month, April
and that was a11. 16 Oan we perhaps draw a tentative oonolusion
from this fact?

It would seem that Lewis's books sell well only

when they have a good deal o'f sensationalism in their makeup.

*

*

*

Three years elapsed between the publioation of Bethel
Kerridaz and Lewis's next book, "Gideon P1anish. 16 This novel is
a curious throwback to the themes and style of the books Lewis
wrote before 1930.

It is the story of the people who operate thE

philanthropy rackets.
The hero. Gideon Planish, is one of these professional
"do-gooders."

As a college student he had wanted to be a senato]

or a popular minister, or anything which would give him an oppor
tunity to spell-bind an audience.

Hhile in college, he somewhat

15

Publisher's Week1z. CXXXVII, May 11, 1940, 1855.

16

Sinclair Lewis, Gideon Planish, Bew York. 1943.
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minimized his ambition.

•

.ihen next we m!!et him he is a Ph.D. in

a small Iowa oollege.

At this point he meets Peony Jaokson, one

of the students, whom

he marries, after jilting his mistress.

His wife has big planb for him.

~he

gets him a job on the oounty

censorship board whioh leads to offers of directorships on
eral philanthropio letterheads.

sev~

Nith the publioity he now has

he begins to earn extra money by leoturing.

Leoturing in turn

leads to artiole writing, which in turn gives way to the editorship of a small magazine.

However, this last position is not as

well-paying as Gideon thought it would be, and he is foroed to
do more leoturing.

HiS first real step upwards comes

,~en

he is

offered a job as the direotor of a foundation for the improvement
of rural sohools.

Unfortunately, he does his job too well, and

is fired by the lawyer vb 0 is the real direotor.

After a short

stay with a fraudulent Help the Eskimo organization. he ghostwrites a book for a philanthropist.

From there he goes to a

series of jobs in inoreasingly dishonest organizations, until
finally he beQomes the dir6otor of the Every Man a Priest Fratornity, at six thousand dollars a year.

But Gideon does not reach

the heights of chilanthropy until he beoomes assooiated with Col.
Marduc, who wants to be President of the United

~tates.

To pro-

mote this end there is founded the Dynamos of Demooratio Direotion.
sOheme.

Unfortunately, the war tends to interfere with this
But GIdeon struggles on preo"iriously, knowing that he

_may lose his job because of someone else's whim. 'Inally he
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.

realizes the futility of his life.

He is offered the presidenoy

of his old college. but he is unable to take it; the position
does not happen to coincide with his wife's plans for the future.
He is trapped in a way of life whioh he despises.
The reaotion to Gideon Planish was in sharp contrast to
that whioh greeted Bethel Merridaz.
was a harsh indictment of Lewis.

The predominating opinion

It emphasized one point, that

the book is dated, in addition to being exaggerated and stilted.
Diana Trilling called it "unimportant, sloppy, and even dull.,,17
She oompares Gideon Planish to Elmer Gantry rather than to Babbitt. who beoame a part of "our national mythology.,·lS

But more

important than this observation is what Mrs. Trilling has to say
about the critioal reception of Lewis's later books. a commGnt
which may help to explain the surprisingly easygoitig estimates of
Bethel Merriday. for example.
There is something personally endearing about Mr. Lewis
as a writer that checks a completely objective estimate
of his recent work--a sweetness of temper! or the boyish idealism ot whioh he is so boyishly ashamed. Or
perhaps it is merely beoause his fictional creations
seem so clearly to be aspeots of his own many-faceted
personality that one feels that to turn and attack him
is to take unfair advantage of what he has been naive
enough to tell us about himself. For obviously Mr.

17

Diana Trilling, "'iction in Raviaw." Nation, eLVI,

18

Ibid •• 676.

May 8, 1943, 676.
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Lewis is all the leading oharactera in his novels. 19
1~S.

Trilling's thesis is interesting and provooative: however,

inasmuoh as she does not amplify her statement, one oannot aooept
it without reservations.

Yet in referenoe to this partioular

work she makes a partioularly knowing observation, when she says
that Lewis "will saorifioe any oharaoterization or situation for
some good satirio fun, and oonsequently 'Gideon Planish' is full
of abstraotions • • • of people • • • and • • • of situations."20
Another attaok is that whioh aoouses Lewis of being
old-fashioned.

Howard Mumford Jones oalls this book "the kind

of travesty that passed for boldness and even for insight in the
days when the Amerioan Merourz was new and James Branoh Oabell
the last word in sophistioation. • • a throwbaok to a manner that
is dated."2l

Another reViewer, after oalling Gideon Planish

"enough to make H. L. Menoken turn ovo.i' in his literary grave, "22
eohoes Mrs. Trilling in saying that the book is in the tradition
of Elmer Gantrl. with overtones of !l Oantt Happen

~.

The

last quoted, inoidentally, is a member of the little group whioh

19
20

lli!., 675.
ll.!!.• 676.

21 Howard Mumford Jones, "Sinolair Lewis and the DoGooders," Saturday Review ~ Literature, XXVI, April 24, 1943.6.
22 George Mayberry, "Too Late for Herpiolde t "
!epublio, OVIll, April 26, 1943. 570.

!!!.
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is quiok to state

t~:at

•

it was never impr,ssed by Lewis at all.

Much the same attitude is expressed by the reviewer in the Catho-

--

lio :Jorld. 23
Slightly more positive in tone is the review whioh

et:ltes that, although the subjeot matter is empty

and

unreal (the

revelwer thought that Lewis should have concentrated on lobbyists) .. the story was one which held the reader's interest.

l!ore

important .. this reviewer pOints out jJeony ?lanlsh as a striking
addition to L8',,1s'0 oolleotion of literary portraits.

"The very

f'1ct that you oanr:ot sum up her character ina feiv words. yet
that when you have read of her you know you have met her, h'lve
seen her • • • indioates that here the author has given us a sample of his best handiwork, his deepest insight into the often
shabby human heart. ,,24 This opinion is also that of Clifton
Fadiman~

who nevertheless deolines to say whether or not this

book is good.

He evades the objeotive Judgment by saying that it

is "by far his most effective book since tIt Can't Happen Here,'''·

and its "vigor, invention, and atmosphere • • • are the qualities
ot a fiery young man." 25

23

"Shorter Notices," Catholic 'l1or1d. CLVII, July

24

"Off the Deep End." Oommonweal, XXXVIII, May 7.

25

Clifton Fadlman. "Return of

t

1943, 447.
1943, 76.
XIX, April 24, 1943, 76.

}fa'.

Lewis."

!!!!

Yorker.
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An interesting review of Gideon Planish, although it
does not add anything new to the estimates of this book, is that
of William Du Bois.

He admits that Lewis has a tendenoy to' exag

gerate in this book.

Nevertheless, he goes on to compare Lewis

to Balzao.

Balzao is notorious for the uneven quality of his

writing, 1\dr. Du Bois pOints out, and BO is Lewis.

But Lewis 's

oharaoters "shake their fists at destiny as Balzac's never
dared.,,26
This novel did oonsiderably better in the book stores
than the previous one did.

It was number 7 in April, number 5

in May. number 4 in June (at which time 60,000 oopies were in
print h and number 8 in July. 27

Evidently the unfavorable review

produces ouriosity in the reader.

Notice, however, that the

sales never approaoh the top of the list.

In this phenomenon

there seems to be some correlation between the reviews, whioh
were unfavorable, but not extremely unfavorable as a group, and
the sales whioh gave the book only a moderate suooess,

*
The last novel of the war years was, like gideon

!!a,

reminiscent of Lewis's early work.

26

!!! ~ Times

27

Publisher's

~

we~klf'

19, 1943, 1903, ~~49. 2315;
11. 1943, 138, 503, 923.

XL

~

It oontained a notable

Review, April 18, 1943, p.l.

eXLIIl, May 15, June 12, June
V, July 10. August 14, Septmber
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innovation in the structure of the Lewi& novel.
of Lewis's books had been oast into a striot
in whioh the

mai~

Previously all

ohronolo~ioal

mold,

oharaoter ia followed from birth to death.

The

experimental prooedures whioh others had used were not for Lewis.
In this novel he was to vary his teohnique

81i~htly

by introduc-

Ing into the narrative Vignettes which paralleled the main aotion
with little oonnection with the plot.
~ Tlmberlane 28 is the story

at a man who falls in

love with a woman young enough to be his daughter.

Judge Cass

Tlmberlane, of Grand Republio, Minnesota, Is a man who is trying
to forget the painful circumstanoes of his reoent divorce.
i8 vaguely troubled until he meots Miss Jinny Marshland.

He
He

introduoes her to hie friends. the middle-class aristooracy of
the town.

The are amused by the judge's ohoice.

Caes himself is

not sure whether or not Jlnny is suitable for him, but he marries
her to avoid gossip.
amused.

He notices that his friends are no longer

Most shooked Is Cass's old friend, Christabel Grau. The

marriage goes
of boredom.

~moothly

at first, then Jinny begins to show signs

Cass tries to keep her oocupied. first by buying a

new house, then

by

taking her on a trip to New York.

ops diabetes: then ahe has a stillborn baby.

~he

devel-

During the reQuper-

ation period she beoomes friendly with Case's friend, Bradd Crl-

2B

Sinolair Lewie. Q!!!

~imberlane.

Bew York, 1945.

III
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ley.
York.

There is a quarrel, and Jinny leaves Cass and goes to New
~hile

there, she falls into a diabetio coma.

_

Cass goes

after her, brings har home, and makes peaoe with her.
The critioal reaotion to Cass .......................................
Timberlane was

mixed~

Opinion was fairly evenly divided between favorable, neutral, and
unfavorable revie\vs.
P~dmund

er of

An extre'11el;; favorable review was that of

,alson, who sdml tted that he had never been an avid admir~1nolair

Lewis.

But, he says in this review, on reading

this novel he discovered new values in Lewis's ;'VOrk which he had
OV6rlooked.bofore.

He ha.d just returned from Europe; this trip

brought out the faot thut there were qualities in Amerioans whioh
he had never before reali zed f "they Viere muoh larger than Europeans, enormous; their faces seemed laoking in foous and their
personalities devoid of flavor; and most of the thinp:s that they
were doing seemed to r;le done in a boring way. n
Mr. IV1lson finds in the wok of Le7/i8.

These qualities

He notes tha.t this book

is different from others Le\"Jis has written--he loves Grand Ilepublio.

Reading the book made 1Jr. 7111son reali ze "tha.t ::>inolair

Lewis. in spite of all his notorious faults, is one of the people
in the literary field who do oreate interest and value, that he
ha.s still gone on working at this when ma.ny others have broken
down or quit, and that he is, in faot, at his best-- • • • one

0
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the national poets.,,29

Hr. Nilson thinl$:s the overall effeot of

-

Cass or imbc.rla'-_e successful. though he bolieves the best part of
the book to be the description of the change which the judge 1 s

ooncepts of justice and individual rights produce in his behavior
with his wife and his treache;ous frlend. 30
Similar In it enthusiastic reception was the review
wri tten by Edward i'Jeeks. whose opinion 1 t wa.s that "Sinolair LO'."!i
haS done it aga.in," combining "gusto with irony," and exposing

"a oross-seotion nore worm:;'eaten than we like to suppose. "31

He

calle .£!!! Timbor'lane "evidence that Mr. JJ6wis is still wi th us.
a.nd ¥latching."
novel,

However, he notes oertain drawbf.lcks to this

He thinks the?rofeseional Youth in their early twenties

who are portrayed here are unreal, dated, and out of Lewis's
reach.

Jlnny, he thinks t 1s not well portrayed..

linrJ the last

stages of the judge's first marriage are left unexplalned. 32
Aooording to Charles Duffy. Lewis in th!a novel shows
the same keen perception o! American life that he always did. In

Lewls,"

29

Edmund :alson, "Salute to an Old Landmark: Sinclair

30

ill§.. •• 97.

!!.!! Yorker. XXI, Ootober 13, 1945. 94.

31 F.dward IVeeke. "The Atlantio Bookshelf. tt Atlantio
Monthll. CLIXVI, October, 1945, 139.
32

~.,

141.
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his opinion, Lewis's "11i t and satire are as pungent aa ever; yet
underneath the ra.illery one hears

somethi~

of the sad strain

which Bounded in 'Arrowsmith' • • • • :3inolair Lewis continues in
possessinn of a fDrmidablo 8uprly of ammunition. • • • He has rna
made up with the midland burghers, • • • but his reconciliation
has not been bought at the price of capitulation.~33
Typioal of a mixed roview is that of Mary Oolum, who
disousses the novel in relation to Lewis's work as a whole.
she points out, he booka never dug profoundly into llfe.
stead, they told readers
oould understs.nd."

~things

These

thin~B

As

In-

about other people that they
were always exterior: his,char ...

a.ctors never had an interior life. according to this critic.
her opinion. the charaoters in .2.!:!!

~imberlane

In

have "exaggerated

biological instlnots,n34 and die like animals, with not the
faintest

sug~estion

of religious feeling.

The novel is ably

written, she thinks. even though "the charaoters live on a lov'Jer
level than that on which ordin:1.ry hu,,'!18,n beings could survive and
funotion. n3f)

33

She oalls it an "able and even a. brilliant book,"

Charles Duffy, "Cass T imberlane." Common,,:'veal f

XLIII, November 9, 1946, 46.

34 Mary Colum, "Sino lair Lewis's New ThesiS Novel,"
Saturday Review g! Literature, XXVIII, October 6, 1945, 8.
36

.!!!!!.•
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but she says that it does not seem to r!present any oharaoteristio Amerioan life.
Charles Poor. 36 makes the interesting observation that
the book is perfeot--it is merely twenty years out of date.

For

him the pleasure to be had from this novel is the pleasure of the
long-familiar--remembered people and lansoapes.
A negative. unsympathetic review is that of Diana Trilling.

She states flatly that there is a oomplete lack of real

human afteotion in Lewists work whioh is strongly reminisoent of
the same weakness in Dos Passos.

"The viotim, so to speak, of

his own divided heart, Mr. Lewis 'oannot help viotimizing his fiotional creations--and if not by sstire, then by robbing them of
some of their due share of life."37

She raises the question of

whether the Timberlanes' .marriage is to be oonsidered the exoeption or the rule.

And she points out that to her, all of Lewis's
observations seem cliohes. 38
MarjorleFarber dismisses the book in two sentences:
Anonymously.it could have been submitted to any serial
contest in the Ladies Home Journal, but I doubt if it
would have won a prize~he ladies. who have been men-

36

!l!~

Times

~

Review, October 7,1945, p.l.

37 Diana Trilling, "Fiction in Review," Nation, CLXI.
October 13, 1946, 382.
38

~••

381.
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tioning adultery for some years now, might find its male
arohness stuffy, if not downright corny.39
The reviewer in the Catholio iVorld dismissed the book as being of
no importanoe whatsoever. 40
A more reasonable negative verdict is that of Orville

presoott,4l who says that the point whioh Lewis is making does
not arise naturally from the theme and the oharaoters.

He rather

spoils his argument, however, by bringing in the old objection
that Lewis's oharaoters are types.

His oonclusion, the usual one

to follow this oharge, is that Lewis is not a truly creative writar.
(Lewis may not have been truly creative in this novel,
but he was thought to have been somewhat autobiographical.

It"

was rumored that at the time this novel was being written he was
going around with a w'ss Powers, a literary agent who was several
years his junior.

This element in his private life might well

have had something to do with the writing of £!!! Timberlane. for
it is a oritioal oonvention that he preferred to write from his
39 Marjorie Farber, "Reoent Fiotion,"
eLII, Ootober 22, l~45. 542-644.

1945, 186.

40

!!!. Republio,

"Shorter Notices," CatholiC Norld, CLIll, November,

41 Orville Presoott, "Outstanding NovelS,"
ReView, New Series, XXV, \'i1nter. 1946, 381.

!.!!!
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immediate experience. 42
All things considered, this novel was muoh more favorably reoeived than any of the three books whose oritioal estimatel
have been disoussed in this ohapter.

The sales, whioh, as we

have already noted, ran over 860,000. refleot in some degree the
oritioal estimate, thus destroying our earlier hypothesis that a
favorable estimate tends to ourb the sales of a Lewis book.
However, our hypotheSis is not too badly damaged when we note a
publishing phenomenon of the forties.

In this period, fewer and

fewer books began to run up larger and larger sales; the influenc
of the book olubs was only partially responsible for this faot. 43
At any rate, the sales of this book were quite good.

It was

number 3 on the best seller list in Ootober, 1945; number 2 in
November; number 3 in Deoember; and number 7 in January, 1949.44
In general, the oritioal reaotions to the books of this
period were oonnotative of, for laok of a better term. quiet
resignation.

Gone is the acrimony which accompanied the recep-

tions of some of the other books which Lewis wrOte after receiv-

42 "Laureate of the Booboisie."
1945, 100-108.
43

Kott,~,

!!m!, XLVI, October

268-275.

44 Publisher's weekl~. eXLVIII, November 10, 1945,
2157, December
1945, 2641; XLIX, January 12, 1946, 181,
February 9, 1946. \
\
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1ng the Nobel Prize.

One oan say only that what happened was

that the oritios lowered their standards. or that Lewis began to
write muoh better novels.

•

CHAPTER IV

THE LAcT NOVELS
The last three novels whioh Sinclair Lewis wrote constitute the saddest ohapter of his literary oareer.

Nith the

exception of Xinssblood Royal, whioh won a oertain notoriety oomparable to that ot
ignored

by

!! Oan't Happen

~,

oritios and publio alike.

Lewis's last novels were

This neglect was partially

the result of Lewis's excursion into a form, the historical
romance, whioh was already represented by too many mediocre contenders.

To some extent it was the result of a deoline in the

quality of Lewis's writing which in this period beoame notioeable
to everyone, even to the ordinary reader who is usually not too
fussy about literary quality_

The most important reason for this

final negleot, however, was tho fact that Lewis had lost the
vitality. the exuberanoe whioh had made his books interesting and
valuable even when they were of uneven quality.
The first novel ot this group. Kingsblood Royal,l was
the one which provoked the most attention.

Its theme was one

whioh was much in the news at the time ot its publication--that

-

-

1

~inclair

Lewis, K!ngsblood Royal, Bew York. 1947.
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0

race relations.

The choioe of theme at -least belies those people

who have asserted that Lewis was not moving with the times.
This novel is about a white Protestant banker. Neil
Kingsblood, who disoovers that his great-great-great-grandfather
was a Negro.

The disoovery atuns him.

destroy the records.

His first impulse is to

Be tells his shocked family.

deoides to investigate "his people."

Then he

He goes to the Negro seo-

tion of town, makes friends with the Negroes there, and decides
I

to beoome one of them.

His deoision to reveal himself is preoip-

itated when the legro race is attacked at an exclusive olub banquet.

Heil

j~bles

the whole story together in an empassionad

speech whioh he makes to the club members.
horrified.

They are, of course,

Gradually the Klngsblood family is ostracized.

They

refuse to move from the select neighborhood in whioh they l1ve.
lei1 10s8s his job at the bank.

Finally they are hauled off to

3ail on a trumped up oharge.
The oritical estimate of this novel was almost unanimoue.

Hhile they agreed almost to a man that the book was an

excellent pieoe of propaganda. nearly all the oritios said that
as a novel it had serious faults.

About half of them thought

that the book had no literury value at all, and the other half
were of theopinion that it had definite literary values whioh
were not, however, outweighed by its flaws.
Rex Stout, after praising the foroefulness with which
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the message 1s put aoross, asks whether
the top of Lewis's work.

~his

His answer 1s no.

novel will rank a.t
He points out that

Lewis's books have always portrayed people with problems, but
previously he had been interested in "not the problem but the
people. n2

In this book Mr. ~tout thinks that Lewis is too oon-

cerned with ideas. and not suffioiently oonoerned with the individual.

I

Another reviewer, proteoted by anonymity. oalls it "a

novel ohiefly in the sense that it oontains some of the most arti
fioial fiotion, dressed in the worst

prose.~

• • • In essenoe it

is a out-aDd-slash pamphlet."3 This view is eohoed by Orville
Presoott, who oalls the book "orude, superfioial, meohanioal, and
unoonvinoing as a story about believable persons."4 though he
i

admits that it is good propaganda.

Harry Hansen pOints out that

the hero is not oonvinoing, partly beoause he is made to oarry
too hea.vy a load.

As Mr. Hansen so aptly put it. Neil Kingsb100d

"might be termed a white-baiter. "6
2 !!!
3

~

Herald Tribune Books, May 25, 1947,

p.l~

"Blaok Uisohief," !!!!!!.. XLU, May 26, 1947, 104.

4 Orville Presoott, "Outstanding 10vels. 11 Yale Review,
lew Series. XXXVII, Autumn, 1947, 189.
----,
5 Harry Hansen, "The If'iction Shelt,"
lXIVI, August, 1947, 449.

S~rvel

GraphiC,

Another reviewer lauds the construction of the novel.
say~ng

that it does not move too fast, but runs along precisely

laid traoks of dramatio exposition.

However, this reviewer,

though he a.dmi ts that the only thing about the book really worth
disoussing ia its impaot as a Booial dooument, doubts whether it
1a potentially valuable as propaganda. S The judgment th~t the
book is "a good bit better than the recent Lewis output. but
hardly • • • with his best. n7 is that of Buoklin Moon. ','tho call.s
the book honest, even though he oritioizes it soverely.
Margaret Marsball oarefully catalogues the faults of
tho book, rather than merely dismissing them.

Fir~t.

she polItts

out that the devices in the book seem arbitrary, as for E:lxuTnple
the family legend tilat there is royal blood in the Kingtiblood
line.

Seoond, Lewis's attitude toward his oharacters, as is

usual in his later novelS, 1s ambivalent. 'Third, the evoca.tion
of the legro world seems to ber somewhat stagey.

On the oredit

side. she says that the dialogue of the weak-willed whites is
good.

She is more favorable than most reviewers when she says

6 Alden dtevens. "Kinssblood Royal," Survez Graphic,
XXXVI, July, 1947, 26.

7 Bucklin Moon, "Big Hed,"
26, 1947, 26.

!!.!

Republic, CXVI, May

'9

that Kingsblood Royal is "not a good noyel. but it is the work,
however imperfeot, of a genuinely oreative talent--and it leaN8s
ons with the exhilarated sense of having had an aotual; and purging experionoe. n8
Clifton Fsdiman also ha.d a good word to sa.y about this
novel, but one suspeots, from tho tone of his review. a8 well a.s
from the tone of the previous reviews whioh he wrote. that be was
a personal friend of Sinolair Lewis.

Though he soems'to agree

with the general opinion that the book is not a good novel, he
evades a direot statement of this judgment by saying that there
is

plenty of the old Lewis zingo and oleaning aoridity and
restless Invention--and a certain amount, too! of nottoo-believable dialogue, shaky motivatlob, ana bluntinstrument irony over whIoh a New Yorker editor would
shake his head regretfu1ly.9 --Does Mr.

~adiman

here imply that he would agree with the

Yorkor editor, or that he would not?

!!!

It is diffioult to say.

One of the more penotrating analyses at this book is
that ot M.aloolm Cowley, who admits the diffioulty' of judging a
work of this type.

He thinks the story noonvinoing, in that one

teels it oould happen • • • north ot the Ohio."

l

But. he pOints

8 Margaret Marshall, "Notes by the Way," Nation.
CLXIV. June 7, 1947, 689.

~Vlew

.2!.

9 Clifton Fadiman, "The Amorican ?roblem, n Saturday
Literature, XXXX, lray 24, 1947, 9-10.
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ou.t, though the story might happen, one. doubts that it oould
happen a8 Lewis paints it.

In the first plaoe, the oharaoter of

Neil Kingsblood is so well painted in the

openin~

chapters as

that of a d1ed-in-the-wool oonformist. that ono 1s extremely
doubtful when lel1 decides to beoome

'l

member of the oolorecl

raoe, "as If it were a church that could save his soul."lO
Psyohologioally. there is something which simply does not ring
true about all of the oharacters, in Mr. Cowley's opinion.
More important is Mr. Cowley's evaluation of Lewis's
teohnique.

As he pOints out. 'J4ewis learned many trioks of the

trade since he began to write in 1914;11 but he would have been
wiser to forget a few of them.

In this novel, as in most of

Lewis"s works, there is a certain reourrence of oharaoters and
situations.

The book contuins a mase of

itself, this Is aooeptabla.
tIng is from
are from

~

II .Q!tn't

f~otunl

information; in

But. as Cowley pOints out, the Bet-

Timbe,lane. the oharacters for the most part
~J

and the plot of the businessman
in revolt Is essentially that of Bnbbitt. l2
HaEpe:q

Perhaps the one statement r;hiah sums up the,orit1cal
attitude

towa~a

this book 1s that of Edward Weeks:

--.
10 Malcolm Cowley. "Problem Novel." !!!. Yorker.
XIIII. Kay 24. 1947. 100.

11

Actually. LewiS began to write before this. Cf.

12

Ibid.• , 101.

Ch. I.
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This book is a social document rather than a work of art,
a thesis which acquires life because of the case histories
which have gone into it, and despite a number of rigged
and stagey effects. 13
To be fair. one must quote from a review which oonstitutes a vociferous minority of one.

Vinoent

book to be the equal of Lewis's best novels.

~heean thou~ht

this

He enthusiastioally

describes Lewis as ons who
oomposes on a huge soale, with great, heavy lines, extr~me
foreshortenlngs and distortions of perspective; he is thus
thought, as it says in the artiole on him in the Enoyolopedia Britannica, to exhibit a "laok of art;" in reality.
it seems to me, he has an art which is altogether his o\'Jtl.
Its vital power is shown in two phenomena oharacteristio of
the giants: first, it is so personal that it bears the
stamp in every part and thus defies imi tation'Jor rivalry;
seoond, it transcends language itself and is felt with
equal intensity in all part, of the \Vorld through the veils
of translation. 14
~
Thus, with but ono exception, the critios felt that
this

novel was r;ot a satisfaotory pieoe of literature; however.

beouuse of its sensational theme, it ran upa total of 1,497,000
sa.les in a fe".v months.

It

Wt16

numbe!' 2 on the list for June,

1947; number I in Juiy; number 4 in August; number 6 in ~eptem
ber. 15 It! was to be the last best soller by Sinolair Lewis. It

13

Edward:ieeks. "Da.rk Blood." Atlantio Monthll.

CLX.XIX , June, 1947, 124.

14
XLVI , June 6

.

Vinoent Sheean, "Sinola.ir LewiS," Commonweal,
1947, 191-192.

15 Publisher's .Veek1y, OLII, July 19, 1947, 255;
Alugust 16, 1947, 657; ~eptember 13, 1947, 1195; October 18,
947, 2015.
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was also the last novel by

~inolair
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Lewis to receive anything

close to a oordia1 weloome from the critios.

*

•

*

One wishes one oou1d dismiss Lewis's lust
from this survey.

novels

His other novels may have been bad at times,

but they at least had a certain vigor.
as bad.

t~o

These are weak as well

It is a weakness indioati ve of rapidly failing povvers.

It is a thing one would like to oonoea1, at least for the sake of
charity.
1l!!Q21-seeker16 is the only historioa1 novel Sino1air
Lewis published.

It is the story of Aaron Gadd. an itinerant

preaoher in the nineteenth oentury.

A oarpenter by trade, he

beoomes a missionary to the Sioux in 1848.

He falls in love with

tielene Lanark, a girl he meets at the miSsionary house.
a half-breed Indian whose father is a wes:llthy trader.
comes to know

and.

fear her father. falls half in love

She is
Aaron

'l'Vi

th anothe]

woman, argues with a Ca.tholio miSsionary, beoomes friendly with
Blaok ,'Io1f. an Ober1in-eduoated Indian viho is trying to oonvert
the whites to the beliefs of the Indians.

16

'inal1y Aaron flees

Sinolair Lewis. !h! Q2!-Seeker, New York, 1947.

with

~elene

from the wrath of her father,

beaome~

a prosperous

builder in tit • .Faul, enoourages his workmen to strike

a~ainst

him, persuades the workers to take a fugitive Negro brioklayer
in as an equal, and ia voted an honorary member of the union.
The response to this book was a ourious mixture

OOrn-

posed partly of surprise that the author of Farner Gantry oould
produoe suoh a oompletely different novel, and an historioal nove
to boot, and partly of ohagrin that even dinolair Lewis, who at
this time had something of a reputation for turning out poor
books. could write anything this bad.

.

In the words of one oritio

this novel was "not only oolossally bad," it was "oolossal, with
Indians. t1l7
The foroe of the remarks about this book brings to mind
the reviews of

!h! ProdIgal Parents.

~he

reviews of that book,

the reader may reoall, oontained some blistering expressions of
distaste.

The severity of those remarks, however, was linked

withpolitioal bias.

The orux of the matter was the disappoint-

ment of those radioals who disoovered that Lewis was a filthy
oonservative.

In the same way. those oritics whose own sympa-

thies were anti-olerioal found in Lewis a champion, but they were
ruoely

lJ~.

shaken by this novel.

17 John I~oodburn, "Lament for a rTovelist,"
CXX, May 16, 1949, 17.

!!! ReDub-
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However, the preoeding explanation does not aooount for
all of the oritioal censure of this book.

True, many of the most

aorid oritioism mentions the "number of intrusive remarks direoted against modern radioals."

David Daiohes, the oritio who

made this observation, says that the book seems like the kind of
thing an ordinarily industrious young novelist, with a desire to
make the best-seller list might turn out; it has the standard
ingredients of the best-selling novel, an historical setting, and
"a fine, middle-of-the-road, affirmative faith,"

Mr. Daiohea, not the first one to do so, wonders just
what it is that happened to

~inclair

Lewis.

It was not. this

critic thinks, merely that Lewis had been "punishing himself for
his early satires."

He says that Lewis's failing was one of

"teohnique, • • • not a failure of sensibility."

Lewis had an

"eye for the ludiorous aot or gesture," but not "of-the deeper
movements of the human personality, though he may reoognize and
admire them. ,,18
This book is lumped with the previous five by the
reviewer who oalls them
monotonously bad, a soggy mishmash of sentimentality
and half-digested sooial oonsoiousness, through whioh
one looks in vain for the robust ranoor • • • and the
broad but often lethal satire that won Juewis the 1930

18

!!!!2£k Times

~

Review. Maroh 6. 1949, p.5.

•
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Nobel Prize. 19
Another reviewer concedes that Lewis has "advanced the quality of
his recent production one notch--to the medioore."20
One notioes,. however. that even this novel elioited, if
not profound praise, at least respeot for a man who, at the age
of sixty-four, could ·be oapable of writing, in all gravity, the
study of an idealistic minister who is presented as a sympathetio
character.

As one oritio pOinted out, it is even more unusual

that Aaron's struggle for graoe and his hope of salvation have no
been ridiouled.

Yet this small point does not prevent the critic

from saying that the book seems more like a rough draft for a
novel.

The most serious fault, he thinks, is the failure of the

book to convey the feeling of· the period. 21

Howard Mumford Jones

conours in this opinion, and also mentions Lewis's oombination of
admiration for the heroism of the
their naive ideas.

lao.

with ridioule of

One oan never be sure of the attitude which

the reader is expected to take. 22

~,

missiona~ies

That the false period feeling

19 John ;loodburn, "Lament for a Novelist,'f
CXX, May 16, 1949, 16.

!!!! Yorker.

!!!. Repub-

20

"The God-Seeker."

XXV, Maroh 19, 1949.

21

"Aaron Gadd," !!E!!,. LIII, Maroh 14, 1949, 110.

22 Howard Mumford Jones "Mission in Minnesota,"
Saturday Review £! Literature, XXXiI, Maroh 12, 1949, 12.

..
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is the most obvious flaw in the book is 'also the opinion of
Edward Jeeks. 23 Margaret Marshal1 24 thought that Lewis lost
interest about half-way through the book. Lloyd Mo1'ris 25 said
that the book io spoiled by sentimentality. an imperfectly characterized heroine, and irritating oomment by the author.

Mr.

Morr1 s thinks ,_ however. that the book rises to the no bili ty of
its theme.

A different oomment 113 that of the ori tio '.vho thought

that the theme was

dissipat~d

by the "vague religiosity of the

author. "26
The sales of this book were very poor.
best-seller list for only t\'10 months.

It was on the

In Maroh, 1949, it was

number 9; in April, 1949, it was number 9 again.

Although it

sold 52, 894 oopies in its first month, it was not, by the standards of the forties, a suooessful book. 27

*

*

*

23 Edward Weeks, "lUssion in Minnesota.," Atla.ntio
Monthlz. OLXXXIII. April, 1949, 80.
24 Margaret Marshall, "Notes by the
C1XVIII, April 2, 1949, 393-394.

158.

i~ay,"

Nation.

25

!!!!2!5

26

"The God-Seeker," CatholiC i'lorld. CLXIX. May, 1949,

Herald Tribune Books, Maroh 6, 1949, p.3.

27 Publisher's 1,Veekly, CLV. April 9. 1949. 1625; April
16, 1949, 1685; May 14, 1949, 2009.
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Sino1air Lewis's last novel, published a few weeks after
his death, is reminisoent of his major novels in plot, setting,
and characters.

It is a nebulous carbon copy of Dodsworth.

Norld !!.2. .ill!,28 is the story of Hayden Chart, a youn,g: architect,
who goes to Italy to esoape the confininp! atmosphere of Newlife.
Colorado, after the death of his wife in a. motor accident for
which he holds himself responsible.
Lomond, Ph.D.; they fall in love.
I'd th

Lorenzo Lundsgard. a cad.

In Florence he meets Olivia
~hen

Olivia becomes involved

Hayden is oaught on the rebound

by Roxanna Eldri tch, a newspaper reporter from his home to;vn.
They marry.
The eva.luation of the critical reception of this novel
offers peouliar difficulties.

Some of the critios used the

review of this book as a springboard for a disoussion of the late
writer's work as a whole.
the book.

Some of these articles barely mention

Still others wore painfully patronizing.

Many of the

critics made obvious efforts to be kind to Lewis's memory.
ever the approach, the critics were agreed on one thing:
novel was one of the worst to come from
As Howard Mumford Jones
three layers.

poi~ts

Le~ls's

Whatthis

pen.

out. this book comes in

The beginning of the book is taken up "fiith a

narrative of rapid aotion, the kind of thing at which Lewis

28

Sinclair Lewis, ;iorld

&2..!!!!!. New York. 1951.
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always exoelled.

~he

middle ohapters, those whioh deal with

Hayden's disoovery of Florenoe and his courtuhip of Olivia, are
narrated on a plane of seriousness; the last section is "riproaring farce-melodrama."

In Mr. Jones' opinion, the novel is

ruined by Lewis's ovm conception of himself
comic prose.,,29

l.S

"a preacher in

Suoh an attitude would naturally account for the

superfioia1 psychology. the broad strokes of oharacterization,
and the burlesque attitude.
Charles Rollo thought the book dated.

~hou~h

set in

1950. it belongs to the era of Babbitt and Dodsworth, according
to this critic.

He

oal1ed it an "egregiously ingenuous story,"

which is "unconvinoing and embarrassingly earne at about \vhat have
long been portentous oommonp1aces--a oomedy belonging to another
era and datelined 1950.,,30 Even worse, in the opinion of another
is the way in whioh the oharaoters speak with "the go-getter
aooents of the twenties.,,31
Fanny Butcher pOints out that teohnioa11y the book
fails to approximate the standard expeoted of a writer of Lewis's
oaliber.

"It might have been written by an extremely promising

29 Howard Mumford Jones, "Exiles in Florenoe," Saturda
Review.2! Literature,. XXXIV, Maroh 31, 1951, 20.
30 Charles Rollo, "Reader's Choloe," Atlantio Monthlx,
CLXXXVII, April, 1951, 75.
31 Harvey Swados, "Of Boors and Heroes," Nation.
CLXXII. May 12, 1951, 447.
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but inexperienoed writer • • • • a writer who populates a sensitive recording of plao83 'yVith men a.nd women who are more id.eas of
human beings than living. breathing humans."32

This view is

seoonded by another reviewer who oalls the book "awkward,

ramblin~

• • • often olose to a carioature of Lewis at his best."33

--

Anthony 'ilest is one of those who oonsider vVorld So Wide
in relation to Lewis's other work.

Although be oonsiders it a

"sad work," be does not think it typioal Lewis work, nor does he
think that it will seriously affeot Lewis's reputation one way or

Mr. West reminds the reader that the work of every wri-

another.

ter is liable to seem very dated in the period immediately f.ollow.
Ing his death;
for a yer.J:.r or two, all that is dated. outmoded. and temporal about it oomes to the surface and obsoures its
meri t. • • • His 1i.st, deolining work is freshest 'in
people's memory and bulks larger than the \rork of the
creative yeare. 34
Mr.

~iest

is bored by this last book. 'but he explains his boredom.

That is not the oase with some others, who are brusque,
tuous, and disrespeotful of Zewie's memory.

oontemp~

One of these, at

least. explains' his la.ok of interest. and shows vihy he is not

1951, p.4.

32

Chioago Sunday Tribune Magazine

33

"Valediotory,"!!.E!.!. LVII, Maroh 26, 1951, 106.

34 Anthony ,vest, "Booke,"

1951, 101-102.

!!.!

~

Books, March 25,

Yorker, XXVII, April 28,
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interested,3D but another is one of those for 'whom Lewis and his
work are dead issues. 36
The rest of the reviews of this novel were those which
were devoted to a resume of Lewis's work, with only passing
referenoe to his last novel.

One of these was that of Lewis Gan-

nett,37 who was kind but non-oommittal about the book, merely
~erge

stating that the last half seemed hurried.

Hughes 38 dis-

cussed Babbitt, and painted out that Lewis's only 8uooeEsful
novels were those whioh had no solution.
~!lli

;{orld

Maloolm Cowley oalled

one of Lewis's weakest novels, but '.'IIas quiok to

deny that it is one of his worst.

He makes this distinction

beoause
there is Ii ttle in 'World So tiide' that is actively bad
in the fashion of 'The Prodigal Parents,' or in the
different fashion of 'The Man ~1ho Knew Coolidge. t It is
a pleasant and trifling story of which the ohief fault
is that as a novel it was never really written and
doesn't quite eXist. 39
Thus ended one of the most

time,"

35

~istinguished

literary

C.ll .Gratton, "Sinclair Lewis: The ,Jork of' a Life-

!!.! Republic, CXXIV. april 2, 1951, 19-20.

36 Paul Piakerel, "Outstanding Novels."
New Series, XL, Spring, 1951, 573-576.
1951, p.l,

37

!!!

~

Herald Tribune

~

!ili Review,

Review, Maroh 25,

38 Serge Hughes, "From Main street to the Norld So
Wide," Commonweal, LIII, April 6, 1951, 648 ... 650.

-

39

!!!!2t!

Times Book Review, Maroh 25, 1951, p. 1.
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oareers in American literature.

For tne first time in deoades

a Lewis book dld not even make the best-seller list.

are to Judge from the words of

1w.

Co~ley,

Yet if we

it was an ending which

was hopeful for the future reputa.tion of .;;)lnclair Lewis.

;1hen we

look back from this point, we see a oareer which, unlike those of
many major authors, dld not spend itself in one briof
genius, never to be heard from

a~ain.

bl~St

of

Instead we see a oareer

':/hioh. beglnning ln the seoond deoade of the oentury t rises

81owl~

to a period of peak production around 1925, then slowly declines,
in an evenly spaoed sucoession of novels, for the next quarter of

a oentury.

Had he not died, Sinclair Lewis would have continued

to produce new work.

-

40

-Ibid.

He was working on a new book when he died. 4(

•

CHAPTER V

CmWLUJION
By virtue of having reoeived the first Nobel Prize for
literature ever awarded an Amerioan, Sinclair Lewis in 1930 was
dean of Amerioan letters.

In 1930 he was the "new builder."l the

"distinguished man of letters.,,2

Surely. one would have said in

1930, succeeding oomment on this man will be stre'i\U with encomiums.

Unfortunately. however, Lewis's

untarnished.

reputatio~

did not remain

The novels whioh he wrote after reoeiving the award

added nothing to his reputation.

If anything, they detraoted

from it.
By reason of their reoeption, the novels of the depression fall intO two groups.
Happen

~t

Two of them, Ann Viokers and 11 Can't

oonstitute one group.

They were reoeived. if not

as well as Babbitt, at least oordially.
~

and

!h!

~.

~

2!

Prodigal Parents, suffered extremely chilly greetings

Of the firBt two,

1

The other two,

!!:m Viokers fared better. This

Karlfeldt, Prize, 8.

2 Phelps, "As I Like It," Soribner's Magazine, New
LXXXIX. h~roh. 1931, 327.
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novel's reoeption admits of two explanations: (1) perhaps it was
actually a better pieoe of literature than It Can't HaPEen

~;

(2) perhaps it was handled gently by most critics beoause few of
them cared to commit themselves to a possibly awkward critical
position.

That is, if the novels whioh Lewis produoed after 1933

bad been of very high quality. the luokless oritio who rashly
damned this novel would be caught out on a limb.

That is why, in

the opinion of this writer, there is no olear-out division of oritical opinion in the reaction to this novel.

Instead, there is a

variety of opinions rangIng from the honeyed praise of Burton
Rasooe("Mr. Lewis's novel is beautiful and terrible • ••• and
true .,3), to the vitriolio estimate of Herschell Brickell ("it is
simply stupid to think of him as a literary artist"4).
In Ii Can't Happen Here we have the most popular of
Lewis's novels of the depression.

It was, however, not as popu-

lar with the critios as with the public, and its critioa1 popular.
ity was based on its value as a political pamphlet.

It was

called "a weapon of the intellect,"S with "a terrific impaot,"6
but the main impressit'm whioh it left with the ori tios was that

supra, 2b.

4

Cf.
-Cf.
-

S

£!.

supra, 40.

6

-Cf.

supra, 46.

3

supr~,

31.
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it was not of high literary oalibre.

Ir one discounts the praise

heaped upon this novel as a political document. as one should if
one is to appraise its literary value, one must oonolude that
this novel is not one of Sinolair Lewis's best books.
The critioa.l reception of the other two books was
extremely negative.
~ ~!£1

The majority of the oritics thought that

was very poor.

They called it "merely whimsical,"7

"a trade manual."8 and unmistakable proof that ,Lewis's reputation
was "a great Amerioan joke."9

Those who did not denounoe the

book made feeble attempts to find merit in it.

It was. in the

opinion of the latter group, "rioh in the kind of detail Sinclair
Lewis best knows how to give."lO

This book. ooming only four

years after Lewis had reaohed the pinnacle of his prestige, elioited extremely disparaging oomment about the whole of Lewis's
work.

Yet many of the critios still oonsidered this book an unfor-

tunate work from a great artist.
The last novel of the depression period,

!h! ProdiBal

Parents, is one of the oontenders for the title of "Worst Book by
Sinolair Lewis. tt

The oritios were nearly unanimous in damning it •

7 .Q!. supra, 34.
8 .Q!. sU12 r a..
9

10

£1.

-Cf.

3r.v.

supra, 36.
supra, 36.

•
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Yet, if wa examine the appraisals of th& book olosely. it beoomes
claar that the poor reception which it received was given to it
as much beoause of political animosity as because of literary
faults.

Nere they to reread Borne of the oomments whioh they made

about this book, many of the oritics would have just oause to
winoe.

The outrageous political blather which this novel provoke<

in otherwise respeotable critics leads one to question the validity of all the criticism of Lewis's later novels.
faotion

The anti-Lewis

in raucous defamation, oalling Lewis's attitude

indulg~d

toward labor (whioh he never actually revealed in this book) "one
of almost hysterical fear and hostility. nIl
tionary," and "'anti-intelleotual."

He was called "reac-

Obviously, Lewis was not

moving with the times, for in this novel he exposed himself as
a non-Communist.

For all.his conservatism, though, he did not

fare much better at the hands of the anti-Oommunist critics.
They were, in their own way, just as bad as the others, as critic
of literature; busying themselves with the book's"good scnse,"

-

and its nsock at dilettante radicalism and profeSSional 'Communism,J,,12 they overlooked, with certain exceptions, of course,
the conSideration of the novel as an artistio work.

--

If The Pro-

disal Parents were to be oonsidered apart from the criticism of

11

Q!. supra, 49.

12

£1.

supra, 51.
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Lewis's other later novels, one would
reputation of

~inclair

c~nclude

that the later

Lewis was an example of political martyr-

dome
The novels of the first period, then. reoeived fairly
harsh treatment as literary works with the exception of

!!.m.

Viokers, whose immediate oritical reoeption was the most favorable ot the four.

The novels of the war years, on the other

hsnd, fared somewhat better as a group.

The previous four novels

had all elicited oritioism whioh was somewhat spiri,ted, whatever
else it had been.

These novels, however, earned a reoeption
"

whioh 'was. on the whole, muoh less intense.
This sudden shift of pressure was most notioeable in
the oritioal reaotion to the first novel of the group, Bethel
Merriday. The reaotion tOe this novel seemed to imply that the
ori tios were resigned to the fact that T.lewis was produoing material whioh was not of first rank.

Then, too, we must remember

that the "never, never quality" of this book, appearing as it
did on the eve of "Nar. probably exerted same extra charm on the
oritics by virtue of its escapist quality.

Nhatever the causes,

the c ,"1 tics called ita "oheerful • • • pieoe of realism,"13 "a
buoyant tale.,,14 treating it well, if perhaps patronizingly.

Qt. suera. 58.
14 Q!. supra, 60.

13
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The other two books of this t:'.eriod reoeived more
serious treatment, perhaps beoause they are ourious throwbaoks
to the style and themes whioh Lewis had employed two deoades
earlier.

The firzt, Gideon Planish. a novel like Elmer Gantry

in :.'l1eme, {'{as oalled Ita throwbaok to a manner that is dated. "15
Yet the oritios admitted that in this novel Lewis created one of
his finest women, Peony Flnnish.

But this virtue did not resoue

the boolt from the ori tios' veto.
The seoond novel,

~

Timberlane, enjoyed in some

measure & reoeption comparable to that of Lewis·s works during
~is

most oreative period;

o~e

critic said that it would have bee

a more famous book had it been published twenty years earlier.
On, the whole. this novel was received a.s favorably as any since

Dodsworth.

Perhaps its more favorable reception was due to its

nostalgic evooation of locale.

At any rate, it marks the high

point of Lewis's later oareer.

None of the three books whioh

Lewis produoed after this one earned anything oomparable in the
way of oritioal approbation, although

16

Qt. supra, 64.

King~blood

Royal was

hi~hl
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praised as a political pamphlet.

The latter novel was written at

a time when novels burdened with the problems of minority groups
were popular. IS This novel attracted attention in the same way
as

11

Happen~.

Can't

It was called good propaganda. but the

majority of the critics pointed out that it could not be called
a piece of literature because of its "not-too-believable

dialo~ue

shaky motivation, and blunt-instrument irony."17
The last two novels which Lewis wrote fell far below
the standard of his later novels, to say nothing of the books
whioh he had written in the twenties.
~-Seeker

The poor quality of lli

surprised even those who knew the worst of Lewis's

books; they were astounded that Lewis should try to write an historical novel after so many years of attention to contemporary
problems.

The expressions of dislike which this novel evoked

were pitying, as were those which greetad his
,Vorld

§..2..!!1!.

posthu~ous

novel.

The latter was a1 thar ignored by those who

too~

the opportunity to discuss Lewis's work as a whole. or quietly
buried by those who wished. to tender the least injury to Le7Vis' s

16 The appearance of this novel at this time would
seem to belie the generally accepted thesis that Lewis was not
moving with the times. This novel was only one of a group on
similar topiCS which 'appeared in the same postwar period. Othors
were Gwethalyn Graham's Earth and Ht~~ Heaven. Laura Z. Hobson's
Gentleman's Agreement. Richard Hrlg
s Black BOit Lillian
~mithi8 Strange Fruit. Hart. ~ Popular~.
78.
17

£1.

pupra, 79.
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memory.

The reviews of this novel,

ho~ever,

by

the very fact

that the oritios tried so hard to be kind, displayed the oritics
real attitude.

They usually spoke of this work as being that of

a man who had seen better days, but they were quick to add that
they thought that Lewis's reputation would not be much harmed

by

the,last work to come from him.
?that then, are we to conclude about the oritical recep
tion of tiinolair Lewis's later novels?
of his work?

lias ita just aopre.isal

i/ere the criteria whioh the ori tios used. sui table

for the evaluation of works of literature'?

To Lewis's oredi t i t

must be said that many of the oriteria used were unfair.

Take,

for example, the politioal disoussions which oentered about
several of the novels.

~ome

of the books were unfairly ?riti-

oi zed because they oontained. in the opinion of SOHle critics.
politioal attitudes whioh did not agree with those of the oritio
Such was the oase of the ebtimate of

!h! Prodigal Parents.

On the other hand, the discussion of a novel on polit-

ical grounds sometimes worked in Lewis's favor, as in the reception of It Can't Ha.ppen .!!!!:!. and Kingsblood Royal, in which the
propagand.8 element oonsti tutes the major impaot which the novels
produced.

Almost every oommentator remarked that, as literature

these novels did not rank very

hi~h

in the body·of Lewis's work.

Coupled with the faot that Lewis's po1itioa1 sympathie
wore oonservative during 8 period when it was fashionable for
intelleotuals to veer toward the left, is the phenomenon of his

..
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oontinued preoooupation with t he men and women of the middle
olasses at a time when the proletarian novel was in its heyday.
Suoh 1s the 08se in favor of Lewis.
oriteria against his work?
lost interest as types.

::ihat are the vali

In the first pluoe. Lewis's types

In his most oreative period. the types

whioh he oreated were olear-out satirioal images. as all suoh
figures must be.

His townspeople in

~

Street, for example,

have a universal quality whioh is equally reoognizable
York or Caloutta.

New

But the figures in his later booka did not

have thfs universal-quality.

For one thing, Lewis ohose as sub-

jeots more obvious, less oontroversial topios.

He began to

satirize inuividuals, rather ,than kinds of people.
Happen

~n

1!.2!:.!, the' obvious t:;,rget i s

~u,ey

In!1

~'t

Long, the late governor

of Louisiana.
In the seoond plaoe,
waver.

Lewi~'s

pOint of view began to

He began to vaoillate; often. as in !!!!! Viokers, one doe

not know just how far he oondones the aotions of hiS prinoipal
oharacter.

Hi~

In books like

whole attitude toward the middle olasses ohanged

~he

Prodigal Parents he reversed the stand he had

taken in Babbitt.
linally. his realistic method,
the twenties,

de~ener.~ted

BO

highly touted in

into fantasy in 11 Can't Happen 1!!!:.!

and melodrama in Kingsblood [{orVal.
,desert him, however; in books like

His photographio eye did not
~

21!!:1 he was able still

to give a ooncrete, detailed, intrioate pioture of a plaoe.

But
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this ability is not the same as a

reali~tio

technique.

In the

realistio approaoh to literature, something more than mere oataloging of baokground details is needed.

Though Lewis's .....-.....
baok".

grounds remained as realietic as ever, his people beoame unreal,
wooden figures.

Henoe, it oan be safely said that the critios

did have a valid basis for disapproving, in part. Lewis's later
novels.

However, the oritics often failed to approve of a Lewis

book beoause they thought it did not measure up to purely nonliterary oriteria.
The position of Sinolair Lewis in 1951 was muoh lower
than his position in 1930--evidenoe of this apart from the
reviews of his later novels was the pauoity of the obituaries,
and the general laok of attention paid him at his death.

How-

ever, his lasting fame wus attested even by those who damned his
later books.

The opinion of these oritios is the one shared by

this writer, that as soon as Lewis's later books have had an
opportunity to disappear qUietly, he will then take his rightful
plaoe in the literary history of Amerioa.

..
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